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Schaab
FN: said by the Roethling FSL to be from UC Mitgenfeld, Brueckenau, Bavaria.
Schaab/Schab {Eva Katharina}: KS122: wife of Boch [J.Heinrich] from UC Fraenk.-Crumbach. They married there on 21 January 1762 (Mai&Mardquart#1267). KS153 she was from Birkenau near Heppenheim, left Fraenkisch-Crumbach, married Bock, and headed for Petersburg.
Schaab {Christoph}: in 1766 with wife [M.Elisabeth] and 1 son in Oranienbaum took transport for the Volga on which trip a daughter was born and died (T459-462). No further information.
Schaab {Elis.}: KS152 says this widow left Mitgenfeld near Bruedkenau and was said to have gone to Semenowka. No further information.
Schaab FN: this family name was found recorded in Herborn marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
Schaaf/Schaaff {Gertraut/Gertraut/Gertruda}: from Altenschlerff married Keis {Jacob} in Buedingen 10 May 1766 (Mai&Muardt#628). KS153 has {Gertraut}, says Altenschlerff is near Lauterbach, and spells his family name Keip. KS138 has Keip {Jacob} and {Gertraud}. Her Keip husband later left Oranienbaum for the Volga alone (Kulberg4165). Not found in T. By 20 July 1767 he, wife {A.Eva}, and one new born, plus his 2 children by his first wife had settled at Krasni Jar FSL 67 said to be from Laubach. Not found in Mai1798.
Schadt: KS153 says he left Rohnstadt near Weilburg. No further information.
Schaaff/Schaaff {Gertrauth/Gertraut/Gertruda}: from Altenschlerff married Keis {Jacob} in Buedingen 10 May 1766 (Mai&Muardt#628). KS153 has {Gertraut}, says Altenschlerff is near Lauterbach, and spells his family name Keip. KS138 has Keip {Jacob} and {Gertraud}. Her Keip husband later left Oranienbaum for the Volga alone (Kulberg6338). Schaal [J.Valentin]: with wife {A.Julianna} arrived in Russia 15 Sept 1766 said to be from Riedesel (Kulberg6316). No further information.
Schaaf {J.Wilhelm}: Catholic farmer with wife {A.Margaretha} and 4 sons arrived in Russia 15 June 1766 said to be from Trier (Kulberg817). No further information.
Schaab FN: this family name was found recorded in Herborn marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.

Schaab FN: said by the Roethling FSL to be from UC Mitgenfeld, Brueckenau, Bavaria.
Schaab/Schab {Eva Katharina}: KS122: wife of Boch [J.Heinrich] from UC Fraenk.-Crumbach. They married there on 21 January 1762 (Mai&Mardquart#1267). KS153 she was from Birkenau near Heppenheim, left Fraenkisch-Crumbach, married Bock, and headed for Petersburg.
Schaab {Christoph}: in 1766 with wife [M.Elisabeth] and 1 son in Oranienbaum took transport for the Volga on which trip a daughter was born and died (T459-462). No further information.
Schaab {Elis.}: KS152 says this widow left Mitgenfeld near Bruedkenau and was said to have gone to Semenowka. No further information.
Schaab FN: this family name was found recorded in Herborn marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
Schaat\[ FN\]: said by the Kromm version of the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL to be from UC Ranstadt, Stollberg later than the first settlers (p.35).

Schaaff[Gertrauth/Gertraud/Getraut/Gertra]: from Altschlirf near Lauterbach married Keis(Jacob) 10 May 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#628). On 15 Sept 1766 Keib(Jacob & Gertraud) arrived in Russia he said to be from Riedesel (Kulberg6338). Later in 1766 Keip(Jacob Sr.) in Oranienbaum alone took transport for the Volga (T3169). Found in no FSL. In 1798 he was in Hussenbach as Keib(Jakob Sr.) with his Kneiss wife {Elisabeth} (Mai798:Hs73).

Schaaff/Schaff[Johann]: married Boss[A.Elisabeth] 7 June 1766 in Luebeck, both said to be born UC in the Riedesel [Barony] (Mai&Marquardt#239). They arrived in Russia on 13 September 1766, he said to be from UC Riedesel (Kulberg5588). Later in 1766 they took transport from Oranienbaum to the Volga (T406-408). By August 1767 they had settled in Stephan FSL #3 which said he was from UC Engelrod. In 1798 her surname was spelled Bosch (Mai798:Sp22).

Schaaff\[ FN\]: see Schaaff.

Schaat\[ FN\]: the 1798 Norka census gives this as the maiden name of the wife of an Isenburger Lamm (Mai1798:Nr214).

Schaat\[ FN\]: see also Schaad.

Schaft\[ FN\]: see Schaab

Schabbach/Schabach/Schappach/Schsbag[A.Margaretha]: baptized in Willebadessen where she married Linenberg[J.Georg]; later she settled with him in Willebadessen.

Schabenheim\[ GL\]: an unidentified place said by the Boregard FSL to be home UC to a Wane family. This might have been Schabenstein: there were two, one 8.5 miles SW of Mainz city, and one 8 miles SE of Mannheim city.

Schaber\[ FN\]: said by the Leitinger FSL to be from UC Lautenburg, Elsass. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schachen, [Herrschaft Gersfeld]: KS153 says he was from Steinberg near Offenbach.

Schacher\[ FN\]: arrived in South Russia in 1819 and 1823; later settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa; family records found by Curt Renz in Rottenacker, Ehingen Oberamt, Wurttemberg.

Schachner\[ FN\]: married Konrad in Buedingen 2 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1000). On 8 Aug 1766 {Christian}, wife {Margaretha} and an infant daughter arrived in Russia, he said to be from Hessen (Kulberg3281). Not found in T. By 16 Aug 1767 {Christoph}, wife {Margaretha} and a new-born son had settled at Jost FSL 44, he said to be from Ritenbach(?) Hessen-Kassel.

Schackzalt(?\[ GL\], Schafftanau(?\[ GL\]): an unidentified place said by the Dobrinka FSL to be home UC to a Rau family.

Schaad\[ FN\]: Bonner proved that this woman married in Vonhausen in 1761 her Reiss husband (said to be from UC Lorbach) before they moved to Balzer.

Schaad\[ FN\]: J.Gertrudis; said by the Krasnoyar FSL #67 to be from UC Laubach.

Schaad\[ FN\]: J.Georg; KS153 says he came from Steinberg near Buedingen.

Schaade\[ FN\]: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be a stepson in a Roerich household.

Schaechtlburg\[ GL\]: see Schtater.

Schaed/Scheidt\[ FN\]: Rosina; according to the Buedingen ML she was from UC Rosbach, Thuengen Barony, and married Laroches [Johannes] 7 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#483), before this couple went to Stahl-am-Karaman FSL#44 which said he also was from Rosbach, Thuengen Barony. Spelled Scheit in 1798.

Schaed\[ FN\]: from UC Ober Moos married Fritzinger[A.Maria] 25 April 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#590). KS153 said Obemous was near Lauterbach. I did not find them in any published FSL or in Mai1798.

Schaedler[A.Maria]: married Ickes[Mathaeus] 16 April 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#537). KS153 has {Matteus}. Not found in later sources.

Schaeffer/Schaefer[Conrad]: married Gaerten\[ FN\] Katharina in Buedingen 21 April 1766; both were from UC Huettengesaess (Mai&Marquardt#565). KS129 & 153 said that Huettengesaess was near Hanau city (now in Hesse). They were listed in Balzer FSL (#66) which said he was from...
Isenburg.

Schaeffer/Scheffer\(^N\)\({A.Margaretha}\): the Buedingen ML says this woman, daughter of the late {Wilhelm}, from\(^UC\) Erbach married 3 June 1766 Koenig \({J.Leonhard}\) son of \({J.Nicholaus\} from Walbach, Breuberg \((\text{Mai}&\text{Marquardt}\#677)\). KS140 has her as Scheffer. On 29 Aug 1766 \({J.Leonhard \& A.Christina\} with 4 children arrived in Russia, he said to be from Erbach going to the Ukraine \((\text{Kulberg}\#5133)\). He said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be from\(^UC\) Erbach (no locality mentioned).

Schaefer\(^N\)\({Peter\} said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be from\(^UC\) Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).

Schaefer\(^N\)\({Anna\} said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be a wdower from\(^UC\) Hanau (no locality mentioned).

Schaefer\(^N\)\({J.Peter\} said by Kuhlberg4921 and the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be from\(^UC\) Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned).

Schaefer/Schaeffer\(^N\)\({Michael\} married Christians \({A.Margaretha\} in Buedingen 15 March 1766 \((\text{Mai}&\text{Marquardt}\#434 \& KS\#153)\). With wife \({Anna\} arrived in Russia 4 July 1766, he said to be from\(^UC\) Gelhausen (Kulberg1664). Said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be from\(^UC\) Gelhausen.

Schaefer\({G.Fried.\}) said by the Bergdorf 1814 census to be from Entringen, Tuebingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. See GCRA book for a bit more detail.

Schaefer\(^N\)\({Joachim\} said by the Boaro FSL to be from\(^UC\) Schoenfeld (no locality mentioned).

Schaefer\(^N\)\({Nicolaus\} said by the Dehler FSL to be a step-son in the Hermann household.

Schaefer\(^N\)\({Wilhelm F.\} said by the Doenhoff FSL to be from\(^UC\) Wuerttemberg (no locality mentioned).

Schaefer\(^N\)\({Just\}) said by the Ernestinendorf FSL to be from\(^UC\) Eckenstaghhausen\(^?\). May have been spelled Siefert in 1794 and 1798 (Mai1798: Mv569, Bt46) with the maiden name of frau Siefert given as Grossmann.

Schaefer\(^N\)\({Johann\} said by the Fischer FSL to be from\(^UC\) Hannover (no locality mentioned).

Schaefer/Schaeffer\(^N\)\({Johannes\}: the Buedingen ML says that Schaeffer was from Hochst [a suburb within the city of] Erbach and that he married 28 April 1766 Hock \({M.Elisabeth\} from\(^UC\) Rimmern, Erbach \((\text{Mai}&\text{Marquardt}\#602 \& KS\#153)\). Later in 1766 he and wife in Oranienbaum took transport for the Volga (T7212-7213). By 1 Jan 1767 they had settled at Frank FSL #97, he said to have come from Ext\(^?\), Erbach.

Schaefer\(^N\)\({Andreas and Martin\} said by the Frank FSL to be from\(^UC\) Kestrich, Hessen-Darmstadt. The Buedingen ML says that Schaeffer was from\(^UC\) Koestrich, Darmstadt and in 1766 married a Thiel woman \((\text{Mai}&\text{Marquardt}\#352)\).

Schaefer\(^N\}: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census \((KS:673, 417) to be from\(^UC\) Ilsfeld, Heilbronn [Amt], Wuerttemberg; KS:417 also gave origin in Markgroeningen, Ludwigsburg [Amt], Wuerttemberg; and KS:418 also gave origin \((\text{sic.}) in Kirchheim, Nuertingen, Wuerttemberg. Using FHL(1,056,750-1), the GCRA verified origin in Markgroeningen. See the GCRA book for more details.

Schaeffer\({Christian\} FN: this woman married a Lang of Glueckstal and was proven by the GCRA to be from Scheppach, Walbach parish, Winsberg [Amt], Wuerttemberg; Also spelled Schaeffert. See the GCRA book for detail.

Schaefer/Schaeffer/Scheffer\(^N\)\({Johannes\}: said by the Goebel FSL #26 to be from\(^UC\) Margetenhaun, Fulda. The Buedingen ML says that this man married Helfert \({Katharina\} 20 June 1766; Stumpf gives his name as Scheffer.

Schaefer\(^N\)\({J.Nikolaus\}: Catholic from\(^UC\) Wembach, Lichtenberg Amt, Hessen-Darmstadt Landgrave arrived at Fridericia, Juetland Royal Province in September 1760. In December 1764 he, his wife, and child were last recorded in Denmark \((\text{EEE p.576})\) Kulberg\#210 says he was Catholic from\(^UC\) Darmstadt. By July 1767 they had settled in Goebel FSL #52 which said he was from\(^UC\) Weinbach, Darmstadt.

Schaefer\(^N\)\({Andreas\}: said by the Grimm FSL #17 to be from\(^UC\) Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).

Schaeffer/Schaefer\({A.Barbara\}: from\(^UC\) Ehrlingshausen married Icks \({J.Georg\} in Buedingen 7 April 1766 \((\text{Mai}&\text{Marquardt}\#847)\). Not found in T. By 1767 Icks \({Georg \& Barbara\} had settled at Grimm FSL #75, he said to be from\(^UC\) Darmstadt (no locality mentioned). In 1798 this couple
was still in Grimm (Mai1708:Gm110). The family name was intermittently spelled Ix.

Schaeffer [Elisabetha]: of Sprendlingen, wife of Leonhardt [Johannes] and mother of [J. Conrad].

Schaeffer [Eva E.]: this widow left UC Rohrbach, Lichtenberg Amt, Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviiate arriving at Schleswigs city, Schleswigs Royal Duchy in May 1761. As late as Feb 1765 she and 4 children were still recorded in a Danish colony. By 1775 two of her sons had settled in Grimm (1775 census #58 and #70) (EEE p.575).

Schaeffer [Jacob]: son of [Eva E.] from UC Rohrbach, Lichtenberg Amt, Hessen-Darmstadt and Baerech [A. Catharina] his wife arrived at Schleswigs city, Schleswigs Royal Duchy in May 1761. In Feb 1765 they were last recorded in Denmark. Not found in any published Volga-area FSL. But before the 1775 they had settled in Grimm 1775 census #42 (EEE p.575) For 1798 see Mai1798:Gm15, 20, 24 and 121.

Schaeffer: not found in an FSL but was in the 1775 Grimm census at #13. For 1798 see Mai1798:Gm15, 20, 24 and 121.

Schaefer [J. Adam]: Fraenkisch-Crumbach parish records say with wife and 3 children he left in 1766 for Russia (Mai&Marquardt #1263 & KS153 & 156). KS153 has from UC Asbach near Darmstadt, and Schmunk [Christine Marg.] his wife going to St. Petersburg. Not found in any later source.

Schaefer [Johannes]: married Helfert [Catharina] in Buedingen 10 March 1766 (Mai&Marquardt #398). Schaefer [Johannes]: said by the Grimm FSL #63 to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). Schaefer [A. Catharina]: from Kesselbach married Weber [Johannes] in Buedingen 20 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt #563). KS163 says Kesselbach was near Buedingen. Not found in any FSL but was in the 1775 Grimm census # 87.

Schaefer: arrived in South Russia in 1819; later settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa; family records found by Curt Renz in Untersielmingen, Stuttgart Oberamt, Wuerttemberg.

Schaefer [Jacob]: said by the Hoenzel FSL to be from UC Lebach?, [Kur-] Trier. For 1798 see Mai1798:Hz24, 40, 43, Ps34, and maybe DI4).

Schaefer [Conrad]: said by Kuhlberg 4934 and the Huck FSL #82 to be from UC Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned).

Schaefer [J. Wilhelm]: said by Kuhlberg 4933 and the Huck FSL #79 to be from UC Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned).

Schaefer [Johannes]: said by Kuhlberg 4936 to be from UC Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned). Schaefer [Elisabeth]: said by the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL to be from UC Krumbach, but Kromm also says they may have been from Ober Lais, Nidda [Amt, Hessen-Darmstadt].

Schaefer [Johann]: by 16 Sept 1767 with wife {A. Margaretha} he had settled at Jagodnaja Poljana FSL #79 said to be from UC Nidda [also Ober Lais?].

Schaefer/Schaefer: according to the Buedingen ML Schaefer [Katharina] from UC Ober Lays married in 1766 Goerlitz [Konrad]; later the couple went to Jagodnaja Poljana FSL #50. (Mai&Marquardt #717). See also Schaefer.

Schaefer [Franz X.]: said by the Kamenka FSL to be from UC Naegelstadt.

Schaefer [Friedrich]: said by the Kamenka FSL to be from UC Oberramstadt.

Schaefer [Anna]: said by the 1798 Kano census to be the maiden name of frau Goebel (Mai1798:Kn37).

Schaefer [Christoph]: said by the Kano FSL to be from UC [Anhalt]-Dessau [Principality] with Specht step-children in the household. In 1798 the wife’s maiden (sic married widowed name) was given as Specht (Mai1798:Sh44).

Schaefer [J. Valentin, Otto Heinrich, Anna]: said by the Kano FSL to be step-children in the Windemuth household. For 1798 see Mai1798:Sh30.

Schaefer [Gottlieb, Ulrich]: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from UC Den Haag, Holland.

Schaefer [Philipp Wilhelm]: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from UC Stuttgart, Wuerttemberg.

Schaefer [Andreas]: according to a Luebeck ML married in Luebeck 15 July 1766 Kind [A. Elisabeth] (Mai&Marquardt #183). By 1767 they were in Phillipsfeld (FSL #32) where her name seems to have been spelled Quint.

Schaefer [A. Barbara]: said by the Koehler FSL to be the maiden name of one frau Koenig.

Schaefer [Johann]: from Freyenshen, Sohms-Laubach married Hesler [A. Margaretha] in Buedingen 17 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt #548). Not found in Kulberg or in T. By 20 July
1767 {Johannes & A.Margaretha} had settled at Krasnoyar FSL #66, he said to be from Laubach.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Georg): by 26 June 1767 he with wife {Elisabeth} had settled at Kukkus FSL #22 said to be from Loenhfeld\(^{?}\), Kurpfalz.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (J.Jacob): said by the Laub FSL to be from Rosdorf, [Hessen]-Darmstadt [Landgraviate].

Schaeffer/Schaefer [Margarete]: KS125 says she married Dipolt\(^{FN}\) (Jacob) in Rosslaw. KS153 says it was 1765. On 28 June 1766 she did marry him in Rosslaw (Mai\&Marquardt\(^{#1034}\)). There is a Dipolt? couple {Johannes and Magdalena} in the Lauwe FSL #10 said to be from Ravensburg\(^{?}\), Schwaben – [this might be the same couple?]. I could not find them in Mai1798.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Matthias): said by the Louis FSL to be from Keller, while his wife is said to be from Saargemund, Lothringen. In 1798 her maiden name was given as Krause (Mai1798: Ls22).

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Peter, Nicolaus, Barbara): said by the Louis FSL to be step-children in the Kumpalo household.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Jacob): the Mariental FSL gives no origin for this stepson who was living in the household of a Telf family said to be from Saarburg, Kurtrier. His family name was later spelled Scheff (Mai1798: Mt48).

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Christoph): said by the Messer FSL #5 to be from Isenburg (no locality mentioned).

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Johannes): by 16 Aug 1767 with wife {Eva E.} and 3 children he had settled at Mueller FSL #4 said to be from Rainrod, Darmstadt.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Balthasar): said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from Stuhusen\(^{?}\).

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Christian): said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from Ziegenbach.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Johann): said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be from [Hessen]-Darmstadt.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Martin and Zizila): said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be stepchildren in the Bisterfeld household.

Schaefer/Schaefer\(^{FN}\): KS:417 gives one mistaken origin: Schoeckingen, Leonberg [Amt], Wuerttemberg. But KS: 417 and 418, and the 1816 Neudorf census (#6) also say they came from Lauffen-am-Neckar, Heilbronn [Amt], Wuerttemberg. Using FHL#1,184,951-2 and 1,056,750-1, the GCRA proved this origin. See their book for more. Also spelled Schaeffer.

Schaefer (Balthasar): Lutheran left Maulbronn Amt, Wuerttemberg arriving at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in Aug 1761. In April 1765 with wife {A.Maria} and 5 children he applied for permission to leave the Danish colonies. Later they were noted in the church books of Neu-Saratowka colony near St. Petersburg (EEE p.574).

Schaefer (Lorentz): Lutheran from Wuerttemberg. By Dec 1761 had settled in a Danish colony. In April 1765 requested permission to leave. Later were noted in the church books of Neu-Saratowka colony near St. Petersburg (EEE pp.575-576).

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (J.Adam), with Schmunk wife {Christine Margarete} and three children, left from Fraenkisch-Crumbach in 1766 to go to Russia where they settled in Neu-Saratowka (Gieg1). KS153 says he left Asbach near Darmstadt heading for Petersb.with his Schmunk wife {Christine Marg.}.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Appolina): this widow and children were said by the Norka FSL to be from Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798: Nr123 and 50.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (J.Heinrich): said by the Norka FSL to be a single orphaned son of {G.Heinrich} and a stepson in the Kaiser{Peter} household. For 1798 see Mai1798: Nr198 where the wife’s maiden name is given as Mehling.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Johannes): said by the Norka FSL to be from Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798: Nr66.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\) (Margareta): this widow and son were said by the Norka FSL to be a widow and son from Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798: Nr224.

Schaefer\(^{FN}\): said by the PFieffer FSL to be from Wuerzburg no locality indicated.

Schaefer/Schaeffer\(^{FN}\) (Andreas): said by the Phillipsfeld FSL to be from Lingelbach, [Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate], with a Quint mother-in-law in the household. A Luebeck ML said this Schaeffer man married a Kind woman in 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt\(^{#183}\)). For 1798 see Mai1798: Pp34.
Schaefer [Johann] FN: listed with his wife (her maiden name not given) in the 1772 Pobochnaya FSL (pb1) with no origin mentioned; was not found in Mai1798.

Schaefer [Nikolaus] FN: he has not been identified in the Pobochnaya first settlers’ list but he with wife and 5 sons left Pobochnaya for Ubach in 1789 (Mai1798: Mv2325, Ur16).

Schaefer FN: said by the Rohleder FSL to be from UC Bitsch, Frankreich.

Schaefer FN: said by the 1798 Rosenheim FSL to be from UC to be the maiden name of Frau Fekel (Mai1798: Rm13).

Schaefer [Johannes] FN: said (no locality mentioned) by the Schaefer FSL to be from UC Hanau [County], Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate. For 1788 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv2520, Sf18, 20 and Rh11.

Schaefer FN: the wife was said by the Schaefer FSL to be from UC Schoenberg.

Schaefer [Pankritz] FN: said by the Seelmann FSL to be from UC Gauerstadt, Bamberg [Bishopric]. I did not locate them or any descendants in Mai1798. For 1767 see Rm37-80.

Schaefer [Andreas] FN: said by the Scherbakovka FSL to be from UC Hofstetten. For 1798 see Mai1798: Sv13.

Schaefer [Conrad] FN: said by the Scherbakovka FSL to be from UC Kieselbach. For 1788 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv2771, Sv21 and Ho33.

Schaefer [Katharina] FN: said by the 1798 Scherbakovka census to be the maiden name of Frau Kraft (Mai1798: Sv12).

Schaefer [Nicolaus] FN: said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be from UC Magdeburg [Duchy] (no locality mentioned) with an orphaned Staff, brother-in-law in the household.

Schaefer [Albert] FN: said by the Stephan FSL to be from UC Heidelberg, Kurpfalz. For 1796, 1797 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv2849, 2855, Sp28, Gm114 and possibly Sp25 and Bz62. Spelled Schaeffer in 1767 (T132-134).

Schaefer [Eckhard/Gebhardt] FN: said by the Stephan FSL to be from UC Wininghausen. For 1797 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv2854, Sp17 and Gm163. For possible 1796 and 1798 see (Mv3849, Gm25 and Bz62).

Schaefer [Johannes] FN: said by the Stephan FSL to be from UC Wininghausen. For 1798 see Mai1798: Sp35. For possible 1796 and 1798 see (Mv3849, Gm25 and Bz62).

Schaefer [Maria] FN: said by the 1798 Susannental census to be the maiden name of the widow of Fladung. In 1767 she might be listed with him at T5376; in 1768 she might be listed with him in the FSL.

Schaefer [G.Peter] FN: said by the Susannental FSL to be from UC Reckenroth, Katzenelnbogen County, Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate. For 1786 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv2875, Ss15 and Bb20.

Schaefer [J.Peter] FN: said by the Susannental FSL to be from UC Reckenroth, Katzenelnbogen County, Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate. For 1798 see Mai1798: Mn8.

Schaefer [Michael] FN: said by the Ubach FSL to be from UC Zwingenberg, Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate. For 1798 see Mai1798: Ur16,4,11 and Mv2916.

Schaefer/Scheffer [Margaretha] FN: daughter of Weigant from UC Langenschwartz married in Buedingen Peter J. George) 11 June 1766; by 1767 the couple was in Walter (Mai&Mariquardt#690).

Schaefer [Philipp] FN: said by the Rye version of the Walter FSL (#57) to be from UC Rietelsbach, Gerbach County. However, the Pleve version of the Walter FSL (#57) says he was from UC Willsbach, Loewenstein, Erbach County. This may have been the man listed at #5159 as coming from Lowenstein??.

Schaefer [Wigant]: said by the Rye version of the Walter FSL (#40) to be from UC Schlaterot, Freie Adelprovinz der alten Ritter. The Walter Research Project has identified the village as Schletzrod, Hessen. However the Pleve version of the same household (#40) says he was from UC Rimbach. This may have been the man listed at #6410 as coming from Treisbach??.

Schaefer [Andreas] FN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be from UC Hofen, Wied-Runkel County. They surely had died prior to the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schaefer [J. Georg] FN: said (no locality mentioned) by the Warenburg FSL to be from UC Nassau-Usingen Principality. For 1798 maybe see Mai1798: Wr73?.

Schaefer [Johannes] FN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be from UC Steinbach, Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate [sic?]. They surely had died prior to the 1798 Volga censuses.
Schaefer [Sus. Regina]?: said by the 1798 Straub census to be the maiden name of Frau Tain (Mai1798:Sr33); they are in the Warenburg FSL.

Schaefer [Andreas]: a possible early settler of Zuerich said to who left there in 1776 (Mai1798:Mv3079).

Schaefer [A. Magd.]: KS153 says this widow of {Mich.} left Bieber or Lohrhaupen near Gelnhausen. No further information.

Schaefer/Scheffer [A. Maria]: from Renneln married Geist [J. Georg Gottlieb] 20 May 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#658). KS129 has Scheffer. KS154 also has Scheffer, plus Rendel near Bad Vibel. This couple evidently was hospitalized in St. Petersburg later in 1766 (T7493-7494 footnote 8 & 9). I did not find them in later source.

Schaeffer {Barbara}: KS153 says she left Grosshausen near Gelnhausen. No further information.

Schaeffer [Catharina/J. Kath.]: married Stock [J. Conrad] in Luebeck 15 July 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#159). KS160 has {Konrad} & {Kath.}. Not found in Kulberg. Later in 1766 {Conrad & Sophia(?)} without children took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga on which trip she died (T4298-4299).

Schaeffer [Christopffer]: was a godfather at the 20 May 1766 Weyhardt-Helleck baptism in Luebeck (Mai&Marquardt#1312). No further information.

Schaefer [Xtopfi]: a single man who left Fraenkisch-Crumbach for Russia (Mai&Marquardt#1280e).

Schaefer [Christoph]: Fraenkisch-Crumbach parish records report that this single man made it to a village near Petersburg, Russia (Mai&Marquardt#1280c). On 29 Aug 1766 he arrive alone in Russia, said to be from Grumbach (Kulberg5032). Found in no later source.

Schaefer/Scheffer [Conrad/Konrad]: son of the former {Jacob} of Hitzkirchen married Kuhl {Elisabeth} in Buedingen 1 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#608). On 8 Aug 1766 this couple arrived in Russia, he said to be from Isenburg (Kulberg3118). Not found in any later source. KS141 has Kehl and Scheffer {Konrad}.

Schaefer [G. Philipp and E. Katharina (Friedrich)] and one child, of Michelbach [probably Wald-Michelbach, Kurpfalz] left from Fraenkisch-Crumbach/Grombach in 1766 to go to Russia (it is not yet known if they arrived) (Gieg1). Their daughter {E. Katharina} was baptised 9 June 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#1209). KS128 said {G. Philipp} was from Hoellerbach, Erbach now in Hesse.

Schaefer/Schaeffer [Ge. Phill.]: Fraenkisch-Crumbach parish records report that this man left with wife and 1 child for a village near Petersburg, Russia (Mai&Marquardt#1280). I have found no later source.

Schaefer [G. Philipp & E. Cather.]: he said to be from Ue Fraenkisch-Grombach father of {M. Elisabeth} baptized in Buedingen 9 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1209). I did not locate them in any published FSL.

Schaefer [Heinrich]: KS153 says he was from Oberndorf near Alsfeld. No further information.

Schaefer [J. Adam]: KS153 says he left Asbach near Darmstadt heading for Petersburg with his Schmunk wife {Christine Marg.}. No further information.

Schaefer [J. Christian]: KS153 says he was from Kirchbeefurth, Darmstadt. No further information.

Schaefer [J. Georg]: KS153 says he left either Oberlai or Nidda near Buedingen and in 1767 his widow {Elizabeth} with a son and a daughter went to Jag, Polj. So far I have not identified the widow or her children in any other record.

Schaefer [J. Christoph, left from Fraenkisch-Crumbach in 1766 to go to Russia (it is not yet known if he arrived) (Gieg1).


Schaefer [J. Hinr.]: married Mangel [Elisabeth] 20 Aug 1766 in Buedingen both from Uc Riedesel Barony (Mai&Marquardt#289). Not found in later sources.

Schaefer/Schaefer [J. Juergen]: was a godparent at the 1 July 1766 Luebeck baptism of a daughter of Schmidt [J. Conrad] and Tauerheim [Hanna Barbara] (Mai&Marquardt#1321). Not found in later sources.
Schefer [J.Just]: from Burekhartsfelden married Ruth [Elisabeth] in Luebeck 19 April 1766 (Mai & Marquardt #321). Not identified in any later source.

Schaefer [J. Leonhardt]: married Weisenfeldt [A. Elisabeth] in Rossau 20 July 1766 (Mai & Marquardt #1042). KS153 has {Leonhard} and the wrong year: 1765. No further information.

Schaefer [J. Melchior]: KS153 says he was from Elm near Schluechtern. No further information.

Schaefer {Johann}: with wife {Anna} and 2 children {Anna & Elisabeth} said by Kuhlberg to be from Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned). Not found in any later source.

Schaefer [Johannes]: KS153 says he left Hammelburg near Wuerzburg with wife and 5 children. On 13 Sept 1766 with wife {Dorothea} with 5 children arrived in Russia, he said to be from Wuerzburg (Kulberg #722). No further information.

Schefer/Schaeffer [Johannes]: married Gathoff [Susanna] in Buedingen 14 March 1766. (Mai & Marquardt #427). Not found otherwise.

Schaefer [J. Juergen Balthasar]: married Sauerbrei (A. Margaretha) 25 April 1766 in Luebeck (Mai & Marquardt #144). KS153 has {Balthasar} He may have arrived in Russia on 15 Sept 1766 as {Balthasar} with wife {Anna} (Kulberg #6954). Not found in any later source.

Schaeffer [Marg.]: married Dippolt (Jacob) in Rossau 28 June 1766 (Mai & Marquardt #1034 & KS153 & 125). No further information.

Schaefer [M. Elis.]: parish records report that she left Fraenkisch-Crumbach in 1766 with her husband {J. Georg} heading for Russia (Mai & Marquardt #1264). KS142 has Lehn. KS162 says she and her husband emigrated with 3 children and Walter [K. Ludwig], a stepson born to her husband’s first wife. Not found in T. No further information.

Schaefer [Otto Balthasar]: was godfather at the 24 Oct 1765 baptism of the son of Steier [J. Jacob] (Mai & Marquardt #1361). Not found in any later source.

Schaefer [Philipp]: KS153 says he was from Asslar near Wetzlar. No further information.

Schaeffer/Schaefer [Philipp]: a widower from Sprendlingen married Schmidt [M. Susanna] in Buedingen 2 June 1766 (Mai & Marquardt #675). KS153 & 155 both say Sprendlingen is near Offenbach. No further information.

Schaefer [J. Jacob]: this family name was found recorded in Kroppach marriage records 1762-1767 and in Schlitz marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.

Schaeffer[?]: see also Schaeffer.

Schaefer [Anna], drew those simply awesome useful maps which are printed in EEE showing the origins of settlers and the location of their colonies in Denmark!

Schaefer [V.V. (aka Lipovka, Lipowka)] is a Lutheran German village on the eastern side of the Volga River. Its FSL is now published. In Pleve, Einwanderung …, vol. IV, pp. 89-104. According to this, the first settlers were from the following places with the family names shown here in parens. Verified information is in red. The number with the name is their household number in the FSL:

- from Bei-der-kirch?: Wuerttemberg[sic]: (Kreiner/Kreiner/Greiner #47);
- from Berlin, [Preussens Kingdom]: (Maas #34);
- from Bernburg, [Anhalt-Bernburg Duchy], a Sachsen [Duchs]: (frau Herrmann [Johann] / the widow Bolk #42, and perhaps the late Herr Bolk #42);
- from Birkenfeld, Zweibrucken[sic]: (Knul/Kluhn #18);
- from Born, Sachsen[sic?]: (Appel #2);
- from Breslau, Schlesien: (Wolf [Johann] #16);
- from Buenden?, Sachsen[?]: (Stecher?/Stekhert? #45);
- from Buedingen: (Brandt #30);
- from Danzig [Free City]: (Lutz #44);
- from [Hessen]-Darmstadt [Landgraviate]: (Knaup/Knauer #46, frau Larsen #33, Lerch [Gottlieb] #9, frau Nicolaus #13 and perhaps Ertel #46a and Manus #33a);
- from Dresden, [Kur]-Sachsen: (Krisnel/Kristenzel #39);
- from Baden- Durlach [Margraviate]: (Mueller [Friedrich] #26);
- from Ellmendingen?, [Baden-]Durlach [Margraviate]: (Boes/Buss #26);
- from Frankenstein, Schlesien: (Nagel #43);
- from Gandiberg?, Kurpfalz: (Nicolaus [Johann] #13);
from Greiz?, Grechan?: (frau Becht37);
from Gruenberg, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate?]: (Schmidt23);
from Guestrow, Mecklenburg[-Schwerin Duchy]: (frau Arnt35);
from Hahn, Hessen-Kassel [Landgraviate]?]: (Grapp/Graf50b);
from Halbe?, [Kur-]Brandenburg: (Becht37);
from Hamburg [Imperial City]: (Arnt35, frau Maas34);
from Hanau [County], Hessen[-Kassel Landgraviate]: (Schaefer1);
from Heilbronn [Imperial City]: (Bollinger38, Hermann/Herrmann{Johannes}19);
from Homburg: (frau Holm25, Brockmann36);
from Kaiserslautern, Kurpfalz: (Koerber22);
from Keller?, [Kur-]Brandenburg: (frau Mueller{Johann}41 and possibly 
Mueller{Johann}41);
from Kiel, Holstein[-Gottorp Duchy]: (frau Kreinert/widow Markus47, Uschtak48,
Wolf{J.Daniel}31, and possibly Markus47);
from Kilsstadt?, Hannover: (Kraemer54);
from Kopenhagen, Kranken [Kingdom]: (Christiansen20);
from [Solms-]Laubach [County]: (frau Lerch{Rudolph}/widow of Nicolaus{Johann}53);
from Lehrberg, [Ansbach Margraviate?]: (Baehr51);
from Leipzig, [Kur-]Sachsen: (Herr11);
from Luebeck: (Fabian32);
from Lund?, Schweden: (Herrmann{Johann}42);
from Magdeburg, Brandenburg: (Reckling/Reyttling15);
from Mannheim, Kurpfalz: (frau Bauer{Conrad}8);
from Maulbronn, Kurpfalz[sic?]?: (Welsh21);
from Mecklenburg-Schwerin [Duchy]: (frau Schulz24);
from Nasku?, Daenemark [Kingdom]: (Larsen33);
from Nienburg?, [Hoya County], Hannover [aka Kurbraunsweig]: (Holm25);
from Nieste?, Darmstadt[sic?]?: (Kretz17);
from Oberrod, [Kur-]Mainz[sic?]?: (Weber{M.Eva}2);
from Oldenburg, Holstein[-Gottorp Duchy]: (frau Schmidt23);
from Oppeln?, [Kur-]Sachsen: (Meier{Christoph}52);
from Regensburg: (frau Hennings29, Hinfelder28, frau Stecher45);
from Reitling: (Weinmann/Weinman/Weimann3);
from Sachsen-Gotha[Duchy]: (Mueller{J.Conrad}10);
from Salzwedel, [Kur-]Brandenburg: (Schulz24 and possibly Krisnitz/Krisnits24a);
from Schoenberg: (Lange4, frau Schaefer1);
from Segeberg?, Holstein [Condominium]: (Hildebrant49);
from Stockholm, Schweden: (Bergstein41);
from Strassburg, Frankreich: (Pauly50 and possibly Landberger50a);
from Sulzbach, Kurpfalz: (frau Wolf{Daniel}31);
from Weidnitz, Schlesien: (Kammer14);
from Weimar? [Duchy]?: (frau Knaup/widow Ertel46);
from Weinheim, Kurpfalz: (Kunzmann/Kunzmann5, Lappert/Lannert12);
from Wesselburen, Holstein[-Gottorp Duchy]: (Hennings29);
from Winterbach, [Pfalz-]Zweibruecken [Duchy]: (Bauer{August}6, {Conrad}8, {J.Peter}7,
frau Herr11);
from Winzerhausen?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (frau Nagel43);
from Zella?, [Kur-]Sachsen: (Ziegler49);
from Zimmern, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (Vorbrecht40);
from [Pfalz-]Zweibruecken [Duchy]: (Lerch{Rudolph}53).

Schaeffer\textsuperscript{FN}. filed amonst Schaefer.
Schaeffer\textsuperscript{FN}: filed amonst Schaeffer.

Schaeff\textsuperscript{GL}: (frau Becht37); Frankreich: an unidentified place said by the Herzog FSL to be home to a Marmis 
family. Later spelled Mermis (Mai1798: Hr5).
Schaetzel{Johann}: a colonist leader was a godparent at the 16 May 1766 Luebeck baptism of a son of Urich{Johannes} and his Richter wife (Mai&Marquardt#1315), and the same day was godfather at the baptism of a Weyle-Kinnerel son (Mai&Marquardt#1315). No further information.

Schaetzel{J.Adam}: from Weiler on the Nahe near Creutznach his daughter was stillborn in Buedingen 3 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1227). On 22 July 1766 (Adam & Catharina) with no children arrived in Russia, he said to be from UC Darmstadt (Kulberg#2425). Not found in any later source.

Schaefele{FN}: see Scheufele.

Schauffel{FN}: see Scheufler.

Schaf{FN}{Johannes}: said by the Keller FSL to be from UC Villmar, Kurtrier, with Brehn stepchildren in the household.

Schaffer{FN}: this family name was found recorded in Kroppach marriage records 1762-1767 and in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to 1767; see Flegel trip.

Schaff{FN}{Gotfried}: said by the Urbach FSL to be from UC Luckenwalde?, [Kur-]Brandenburg with a Wengert step-daughter in the household. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ur24.

Schaff{FN}: the wife, who had been the widow Wengert, was said by the Urbach FSL to be from UC Alzey, Kurpfalz.

Schaffer{FN}: filed among Schaefer; also see Dipolt of Lauwe.

Schaffhausen{FN}: an unidentified place said by the Stephan FSL to be home to a Huebner family. There were over a dozen places in the German-speaking lands.

Schaffhausen, a region of Switzerland which protruded north up into Germany.

Schaffhausen{V} (aka Michaelis, Volkovo, Wolkowo): a Lutheran German colony founded in 1767, moved in 1770, on the eastern side of the Volga river not far from Biberstein. To the best of my knowledge no copy of its First Settlers’ List has been found and published. Anyone learning of such a document, please let us know immediately. Some who might be first settlers are: Gabel{J.Maria}, Kinkler{Jacob}, Mairer{Philipp}, Sauber{Georg}, Wicht{Jacob}.

Schaeffler{FN}: said (no locality mentioned) by the Rosenheim FSL to be from UC Herzogtum Wurttemberg with a Kreter mother-in-law in the household. In 1788 and 1798 spelled Schaufler (Mai1798:Mv3462,Rm3 and 31).

Schafftanau{FS}?GS: an unidentified place.

Schaeftel{FN}: Curt Renz has found the church records for this Hoffnungstal, Bessarabia, family in Groembach, Freudenstadt Oberamt, Wurttemberg. Stumpf, p.524, says they arrived in Russia in 1808.

Schaeffe{FN}{Johann}: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:673, 419) to be either from UC Oberweier, Rastatt, Baden or from Aichhalden, Calw [Amt], Wurttemberg. The GCRA believes the family may actually have been from UC Anspach; see their book for more detail. Also spelled Scheible (KS:420).

Schaeffle{FN}: Using FHL 1,201,985, the GCRA proved origin in Groembach, Freudenstadt [Amt], Wurttemberg for this man who went to Glueckstal; see their book for detail. Also spelled Scheible.

Schaeffle{FN}: Curt Renz has found the church records for this Hoffnungstal, Bessarabia, family in Groembach, Freudenstadt Oberamt, Wurttemberg. Stumpf, p.524, says they arrived in Russia in 1808.

Schaeffle{FN}: mistakenly said by both the 1858 Neudorf census (#250) and said by KS:419 to be from Groembach, Freudenstadt [Amt], Wurttemberg. From Wittendorf, Freudenstadt [Amt], Wurttemberg. Using FHL#1,528,422, the GCRA proved their origin in Breitenberg, Calw [Amt], Wurttemberg. The family name here was a mistake – it actually was Schaible, sometimes Schniebel. See the GCRA book for much more.

Schaeffle{FN}: also see Schneible.

Schakkin{FN}: said by the Kratzke FSL to be from UC Ulm.

Schalitz{FN}: see Chalitz.

Schalitz{A.Maria}: see Busch {K.Maria Teresia}.

Schalkhausen{FS}?GS: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be home to a
Gorschani? family. It might be 1 mile E of Ansbach, Bavaria.

SchallerFN: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be fromUC Riol with a single Hessemar/Gesmer? man in the household. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ka68.

SchamberFN: said by the Grimm FSL to be fromUC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).

SchamblerFN: also see Schambler.

SchamblerFN: said by the Boregard FSL to be fromUC Wambach. Spelled Schambler in 1798 (Mai1798:Mv175).

SchaminaisFN: said by the Louis FSL to be fromUC Trier (no locality listed). In 1798 the family name was spelled Chamine (Mai1798:Mi16,Gf24).

Schanzenbach/Schantzenbach: is some 2.5 miles NE of Esslingen-am-Neckar, and said by the Bergdorf 1853 census to be homeUC to the Wolf {Matthias/Friedrich} family.

SchanderFN: by 3 Aug 1677 brother {Philipp} with his young wife {Elisabeth} had settled at Katharinenstadt FSL #329. He was last recorded in 1798. In 1798 brother {Philipp) and his Riecker/Rieger {Elisabeth}, and two married grandsons, plus two possible married daughters and a possible married granddaughter, were still living in Basel (Mai1798:Bs29, 25 & Mv3089). And a possible daughter, formerly the widow of Schulz {Jacob} and currently the wife of Keller {Johann} was living in Dreispitz (Mai1798:Dr21).

SchanterFN: by 3 Aug 1677 brother {Philipp} with his young wife {Elisabeth} had settled at Katharinenstadt FSL #329. He was last recorded in 1798. In 1798 brother {Philipp) and his Riecker/Rieger {Elisabeth}, and two married grandsons, plus two possible married daughters and a possible married granddaughter, were still living in Basel (Mai1798:Bs29, 25 & Mv3089).

SchanzGL: an unidentified place said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be homeUC to a Marschall family.

Schanscheck: go to Schauscheck.

SchantzFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Machren.

SchantzFN: also see Schanz.

Schantzenbach FN see Schanztenbach.

SchanzFN: said by the Messer FSL to be fromUC Falkenstein (no locality mentioned). In 1798 the family name was sometimes spelled Schantz (Mai1798:Fz27,Mv1726).

Schantzenbach/SchantzenbachFN: Luther fromUC Wurttemberg he arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1761. With his wife {Catharina} and 2 sons he was last recorded in Denmark in April 1765 (EEE p.577). By April 1766 they were settled in Galka FSL #64 which said he was fromUC Steinbach, Hangenloch? For 1798 see Mai1798:Gk41.

SchanzenbachFN: lived for a time in Glueckstal and origin was proven by the CGRA in Scheppach, Walbach parish, Winsberg [Amt], Wurttemberg; see their book for detail.

SchaperFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Amsterdam, Holland.

SchapertFN: said by the Leitsinger FSL to be fromUC [Pfalz]-Zweibruecken [Duchy] (no locality mentioned) with a Hammel orphan girl in the household.

SchaperFN: by 3 Aug 1677 brother {Philipp} with his young wife {Elisabeth} had settled at Katharinenstadt FSL #329. He was last recorded in 1798. In 1798 brother {Philipp) and his Riecker/Rieger {Elisabeth}, and two married grandsons, plus two possible married daughters and a possible married granddaughter, were still living in Basel (Mai1798:Bs29, 25, 29 & Mv1686).

Scharnstein family. It might be 1 mile E of Ansbach, Bavaria.

Schapp: man in the household. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ka68.

SchappFN: said by the Grimm FSL to be fromUC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).

SchamblerFN: also see Schambler.

Schanzenbach/Schantzenbach: is some 2.5 miles NE of Esslingen-am-Neckar, and said by the Bergdorf 1853 census to be homeUC to the Wolf {Matthias/Friedrich} family.

SchanderFN: by 3 Aug 1677 brother {Philipp} with his young wife {Elisabeth} had settled at Katharinenstadt FSL #329. He was last recorded in 1798. In 1798 brother {Philipp) and his Riecker/Rieger {Elisabeth}, and two married grandsons, plus two possible married daughters and a possible married granddaughter, were still living in Basel (Mai1798:Bs29, 25 & Mv3089). And a possible daughter, formerly the widow of Schulz {Jacob} and currently the wife of Keller {Johann} was living in Dreispitz (Mai1798:Dr21).

SchanderFN: by 3 Aug 1677 brother {Philipp} with his young wife {Elisabeth} had settled at Katharinenstadt FSL #329. He was last recorded in 1798. In 1798 brother {Philipp) and his Riecker/Rieger {Elisabeth}, and two married grandsons, plus two possible married daughters and a possible married granddaughter, were still living in Basel (Mai1798:Bs29, 25, 29 & Mv1686).

SchanpfinGL: an unidentified place said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be homeUC to a Marschall family.

Schanscheck: go to Schauscheck.

SchantarFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Machren.

SchantarFN: also see Schanz.

Schantzenbach FN see Schanztenbach.

SchanzFN: said by the Messer FSL to be fromUC Falkenstein (no locality mentioned). In 1798 the family name was sometimes spelled Schantz (Mai1798:Fz27,Mv1726).

Schantzenbach/SchantzenbachFN: Luther fromUC Wurttemberg he arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1761. With his wife {Catharina} and 2 sons he was last recorded in Denmark in April 1765 (EEE p.577). By April 1766 they were settled in Galka FSL #64 which said he was fromUC Steinbach, Hangenloch?. For 1798 see Mai1798:Gk41.

SchanzenbachFN: lived for a time in Glueckstal and origin was proven by the CGRA in Scheppach, Walbach parish, Winsberg [Amt], Wurttemberg; see their book for detail.

SchaperFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Amsterdam, Holland.

SchapertFN: said by the Leitsinger FSL to be fromUC [Pfalz]-Zweibruecken [Duchy] (no locality mentioned) with a Hammel orphan girl in the household.

SchapertFN: by 3 Aug 1677 brother {Philipp} with his young wife {Elisabeth} had settled at Katharinenstadt FSL #329. He was last recorded in 1798. In 1798 brother {Philipp) and his Riecker/Rieger {Elisabeth}, and two married grandsons, plus two possible married daughters and a possible married granddaughter, were still living in Basel (Mai1798:Bs29, 25, 29 & Mv1686).

Scharnstein family. It might be 1 mile E of Ansbach, Bavaria.

Schapp: man in the household. For 1798 see Mai1798:Ka68.

SchappFN: said by the Grimm FSL to be fromUC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).

SchamblerFN: also see Schambler.

Schanzenbach/Schantzenbach: is some 2.5 miles NE of Esslingen-am-Neckar, and said by the Bergdorf 1853 census to be homeUC to the Wolf {Matthias/Friedrich} family.

SchanderFN: by 3 Aug 1677 brother {Philipp} with his young wife {Elisabeth} had settled at Katharinenstadt FSL #329. He was last recorded in 1798. In 1798 brother {Philipp) and his Riecker/Rieger {Elisabeth}, and two married grandsons, plus two possible married daughters and a possible married granddaughter, were still living in Basel (Mai1798:Bs29, 25, 29 & Mv1686).
GCRA has proven origin in Bad Liebenzell. See their book under Reinschmidt for more detail. Also spelled Schares, Scharpf, Scharrer and Scherer.

Scharoth FN: see Scharrer.

Schar FN: said by the Boaro FSL to be from UC Gomern. Spelled Scherf in 1798 (Mai1798: Bx37).

Schar FN (J. Martin): said by the Neidermonjou FSL #73 & KS153 to be from UC Biskirchen, [Solms-Braunfels County]. For 1798 see Mai1798:Nm46,65?. Bill Pickelhaupt says he found this man’s origin,

Schar FN: said by the Norka FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For 1792 and 1798 see Mai1798: Mv1978, Gb29, Nr157, 222, Dg1, Sr37.

Schar FN: said by the Preuss FSL to be from UC Remich, Luxembo.

Schar/Scherg/Scherck: {Friederich}: Reformed faith, from Kaerthermal, Mannheim Oberamt, Kurpfalz, arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1761. With wife {Jacobina} and 2 children he requested permission to leave Denmark in April 1765. His widow under the name Scherkhova (Jacobina) later located in Riebensdorf colony, Woronesh (EEE p.577-78).

Scharger FN: this family name was found recorded in Winterhausen marriage records 1760-1769; see Flegel trip.

Scharlipp FN: see Scharlot.

Scharlot FN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from UC Schwerin (no locality mentioned). In 1798 the family name was spelled Scharlipp (Mai1798:En27).

Scharman FN (J. Kaspar): and wife {Friederika} said by the Neidermonjou FSL 42 to be from UC [Hessen-Darmstadt]. I could not find this family in the 1798 censuses.

Scharmann [A. Maria]: married Frey [J. Heinrich] 23 April 1766 in Buedingen (MaiMarquardt #579, KS128 and 153). The couple later moved to Huck FSL (#60).

Scharmann [Johannes]: KS153 says he came from Koeddingen near Buedingen. No further information.

Scharmann [M. Magdalena]: married Knobloch [J. Jacob] in Buedingen 6 March 1766 (MaiMarquardt #377). KS139 says he was from Ranstadt near Buedingen. KS153 has {Marie Magd.}. No further information.

Scharmann FN: also see Scheuermann of Huck.

Scharpel FN: this family name was found recorded in Schlitz marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.

Scharpf FN: see Scharer.

Scharrer FN: see Scherrer.

Schartheim [Johannes]: from UC Stollberg [County] married Beller {Johanna E.} in Luebeke on 27 May 1766 (MaiMarquardt #230). Not found in Kulberg, KS, T or any published FSL.

Scharton FN: said by the Moor FSL to be from UC Schweiz (no locality mentioned).

Schaslaus Gl, Bohemen: this probably was Tschaslaus, now Caslav, Czech Republic, and said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be home UC to a Ritter family.

Schatanau (?)? Gl, an unidentified country; see Spitenalten.

Schatz FN: arrived in South Russia in 1819; later settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa; family records found by Curt Renz in Neuhauen, Tuttlingen Oberamt, Wuerttemberg.

Schatz FN: listed by both the 1858 Kassel census (#246) and KS:419 without origin. The GCRA found an indication that he may have come from UC somewhere in the Landau [Amt], Rheinpfalz. See their book under Spiri for more.

Schatz FN: said by the Lauwe FSL to be from UC Oberaltertheim; in their household was a Kerner step-son implying that Frau Schatz was earlier Frau Kerner.

Schatz/Schuetze FN (Gottlieb): said by the Rosenheim FSL to be from UC Breslau, Schlesien with Jaeckel step-sons in the household. In 1790 and 1798 spelled Schuetz (Mai1798: Mv2468 and KS68).

Schatz FN: the wife, earlier Frau Jaeckel, was said by the Rosenheim FSL to be from UC Zwingenberg?, [Hessen]-Darmstadt [Landgraviate].

Schatz [Gottlieb]: KS: 82 & 153 says this party of 3 from UC Berlin in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and Cornet Rehbinder. I have not found them in any published FSL.

Schatz FN: also see Schuetz.

Schaub FN (Clara/Klara): married in Rosslau 28 May 1765 Braun {HansAdam} (MaiMarquardt #854).
Not found in Kulberg or T. By 14 June 1766 they had settled at Rohleder FSL #10. For 1798 see Mai1798:R112 and Hr10 which gives the then wife’s maiden surname as Lux.

Schaub {Christophel}: KS153 says this person was from Biskirchen near Kurfalz heading for Balzer. No further information.

Schaub {Clara Regina/Klara}: daughter of dcd. {Johannes} of UC Eschenau married Nuebler {Christoph} in Woehrd 15 Apr 1766 (Mai&Marquardt/#722). KS147 has {Klara Regina}. KS153 has the wrong year: 1765. Not found in any later source.

Schaubele: go to Scheibel.

Schaubelein FN: the 1798 Norka census gives this as the maiden name of the wife of an Isenburger Ruppel (Mai1798:Nr211). The Buedingen ML gives her maiden name as Scheibel (Mai&Marquardt/#476).

Schauer {Friedrich} FN: said by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#42) and KS:420 to have come from UC Neuhausen, Tutlingen [Amt], Wurtemberg. The GCRA believes that to be incorrect and that he most likely came from somewhere in Pommern, the son of a Prussian Officer. Using FHL #1,348,722, the GCRA proved that his children were mostly born in Birkenau, Weinheim [Amt], [Heppenheim Kreis], Hesse, which was the home of his Loew wife. See the GCRA book for more.

Schauer {Theobald} FN: began life as Diehl {Johannes}.

Schauerman FN: said by the Frank FSL to be from UC Lans(?), Hessen-Darmstadt.

Schaufler FN: see Schaffner.

Schaufler FN: see Schindelberger.

Schaumburg FN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from UC Berlin.

Schaumburg GL: an unidentified place which until 1797 was a Kreis or district administrative center for the Pfalz-Zweibruechen Duchy.

Schaumburg County, Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate: this County much of which lay along the western side of Calenberg Principality came under the control of Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate in 1648.

Schauscheck {Philipp}: and Martzner {Sabina Margaretha}, their son {J.Baltaser} was baptized in Luebeck 20 April 1766. (Mai&Marquardt#1347). Not found in any later source.

Schauscheck FN: see Mauch of Lauwe.

Schaouv FN: this woman married Seebold of Glueckstal; her origin in Frauenzimmern, Heilbronn [Amt], Wurtemberg was proven b the GCRA using FHL 1,195,547. Also spelled Schee and Schau. See the GCRA book for detail.

Scheck FN: Jacob: not found in Kulberg or in T. By 28 Aug 1765 with wife {Catharina} and 1 son he had settled at Balzer FSL #10, he said to be from UC Schweiz but said by the Stumpp version to be from UC Kurpfalz (no locality mentioned in either case). KS153 said he left Kurpfalz to go to Balzer. For 1798 see Mai1798:B294.

Scheck FN: Peter: not found in Kulberg or in T. By 14 July 1766 with wife {A.Maria} and 1 son he had settled at Herzog FSL #29, he said to be from UC Regensburg.

Scheck FN: Peter: KS153 says he left Bavaria heading for Suessel, Samara. No further information.

Scheck FN: see Scheck.

Schedremich (?) GL: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be home UC to a Scheid and possibly a Lepkrenk family.

Schee FN: see Schaouv.

Scheeberg: see Schnekelberger.

Scheel {J.Heinrich}: and wife {Sophia}, their son {J.David} was baptized in Luebeck 22 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1310). Found in no later source.

Scheepman FN: see Schump.

Scheer, Oesterreich: an unidentified place said by the Keller FSL to be home UC to a Wenzel {Christian} family.

Scheer FN: see Scher.

Scheff/Schief/Schiebel FN: Johann: born in UC Poland, lived in UC Prussia, he arrived in Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1761. With wife {Catharina} and 4 children he deserted the Danish colonies in July 1763. Later they settled in Riebensdor colonial, Woronesh (EEE p.579).

Scheff FN: also see Schaefer.
Scheffler {A.Katharina}: from Kesselbach married Weber {Johannes} 20 April 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#563). By 1775 this couple had settled at Grimm household #87 (Mai&Marquardt#563). In 1798 they were still in Grimm (1775 Census household #163).

Scheffler {A.Maria}: from UC Renneln she married Geist {J.Gottlieb} 20 May 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#658). KS154 says she was from Rendel near Bad Vibel. No further information.

Scheffer: KS153 says he was from Hoechst in the Odenwald. No further information.

Scheffer {FN}: also see Schaether and Schedather.

Scheffler/Scheffer {Christopher/Christian}: KS154 says he was an immoral person who left his wife. On 10 April 1766 in Rosslaue he married Specht {M.Dorothea} (Mai&Marquardt#947). On 4 July 1766 Scheffler {Christian}, wife {Dorothea} and 3 children arrived in Russia, he said to be from Dessau (Kulberg1261). Later in 1766 this group in Oranienbaum took transport for the Volga (T5369-5373). No further information.

Scheher {FN}: said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be from UC Ansbach (no locality mentioned); a Weber step-daughter was living with them which would indicate that Frau Scheher was previously Frau Weber. The family name was spelled Schiller in 1798 (Mai1798:Mv2128).

Scheibe {A.Sophia}: this widow of Herr Scheibe married Baer {J.Nicolaus} in Danzig 23 May 1765 (Mai&Marquardt#754). They are listed in the Anton FSL (39). KS119 spelled the family name Schelb.

Scheibel {A.Maria} {FN}: a widow said by the Balzer FSL #105 to be from UC Isenburg (no state or locality identified).

Scheibel {J.Henrich} {FN}: the son of the widow above, said by the Balzer FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no state or locality identified). The maiden name of his wife in 1798 was given as Gideon (Mai1798:Ms79).

Scheibelf {Eliesabetha}: from UC Nieder Midlau married Ruppel {J.Georg} in Buedingen 10 Aug 1766; (Mai&Marquardt#476). By 10 Aug 1766 her husband said to have settled at Norka FSL #87. In 1798 the family name was spelled both Runel (Nr92) and Ruppel (Nr211, 199, P65 and 15), and her maiden name was given as Schaubelein (Mai1798:Nr211).

Scheibe/Scheuffel {FN}: said by the Mariental FSL to be from UC Ulm, Schwaben. The family name was later spelled Scheuffel (Mai1798:Ms62,69).

Scheible {FN}: see Schaible.

Scheicht {M.Catharina}: the Buedingen ML says she was from UC Buedingen and married 10 April 1766 Geis {Johannes}; by 1767 this couple was in Walter (Mai&Marquardt#513).

Scheid {FN}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL #309 to be from UC Schedremich (?) .

Scheid {Elisabeth}: Bonner proved that his woman was baptized and married to Klaus (later of Norka FSL 216) in Dueldesheim, Isenburg[-Buedingen County]. She arrived with her husband in Russia 15 Sept 1766 (Kulberg6905).

Scheid {J.Georg}: KS154 says he was from Kraftsols near Wetzlar with 2 children and married Scheibe/Scheffer {Katharina} in Rosslaue in 1765. No evidence of that.

Scheid {FN}: also see Scheidt and Scheit.

Scheiderber {Katharina}: married Tubacz/Tubatz {Friedrich} in Rosslaue 18 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1016). KS154 says she married Scheid {J.Georg} in Rosslaue in 1765. KS161 has that same year but has her marrying Tubatz/Tubach. No further information.

Scheidel {Johanna E.}: Dorothy Brandner reports who was born 6 Mar 1767 in Entringen, Tuebingen Amt, Wuerttemberg (FHL 1056750 & 1056756) and became wife of Laux {Georg F.} (GCRA Newsletter, vol.17, #2, pp.52-53).

Scheidemann {FN}: said by the Moor 1798 census to be the maiden name of one Frau Geiss (Mai1798:Mo19).

Scheidemann {M. Elies.}: married Waecher {J.Ernst} in Buedingen 23 Apr 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#575 & KS154 & 162). Not found in any later source.

Scheidemann {FN}: said by the Norka FSL to be from UC Hessen (no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Nr182.

Scheidmueller {FN}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from UC Stieg, Schwaben.

Scheidt {J.Henrich} {FN}: said by the two versions of the Balzer FSL to be from Dueldesheim, Isenburg[-
Buedingen County: Bonner proved that {Heinrich} was baptized and married here; Duedelheim marriage records prove that his Hohnstein bride of {Heinrich} also was from UC Duedelheim (Wagner I p. 86 concurs).

Scheidt [J. Philipp] FN: said by the two versions of the Balzer FSL to be from Duedelheim, Isenburg [-Buedingen County]: Bonner proved that he married there; Duedelheim marriage records say that the Knack bride of {Philipp} was from UC Calbach; Wagner I p. 86 concurs, giving parents and date). For 1798 see Mai1798:St42. Bonner reported Philipp born in Duedelheim, but Wagner I proved he was born in Potsdam and baptized in the Garrison church there, son of afussilier (Wagner I, p. 86 gives date, details, plus parents).

Scheidt FN: (2nd?) wife of Belensky in Katherinenstadt (Mai1798:Ka109).

Scheidt [J. Adam] FN: said by the Moor FSL to be from Isenburg. Bonner proved that the Scheidt man who went to Moor was baptized in Duedelheim, Isenburg [-Buedingen County], married his Claus wife there, and they had their four eldest children there, two of whom were buried there. Wagner I p. 86 concurs regarding the baptism, giving the date and the names of the parents, which make him brother to the two Balzer Scheidt’s listed just above; however he says this 1760 marriage was to a Kuhl woman (father’s name given).

Scheidt? or Schendt? {Johannes} FN: said by the Rosenheim FSL to be from UC Zentos? with a household including his 2nd wife, the widow Werth, and a Werth step-daughter, the daughter of Werth {Conrad.} Spelled Scheidt in 1798 (Mai1798:Rm19, En28).

Scheidt? or Schendt? {Nicolaus}: no origin was given by the Rosenheim FSL but Kuhlberg said they came from Dingen. In 1798 spelled Scheidt (Mai1798:Rm38, 49 and Ka103).

Scheidt {A. Katharina} FN: in 1798 she was said (P108) to have come from Rosenheim but I cannot find her in any FSL.

Scheidt FN {A. Rosina/Rosine}: said by the 1798 Stahl-am-Karaman census to be the maiden name of frau Loresch {Johannes} ( Mai1798:Sk7). The earliest version of the Stahl-am-Karaman FSL (#44) suggested her family name might be Schaed and it was presented as such by the Buedingen ML.

Scheidt FN: by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be from UC Luebeck. I could not find members of this family in Mai1798.

Scheidt FN: this family name was found recorded in Herborn marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.

Scheierling FN: said by the Dehler FSL to be from UC Oberschogogen?, Kurmainz. I could not find her in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schiegel/Schleuchert/Schleuger FN: said by the Pleve version of the Balzer FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no locality indicated). Spelled Schleuchert in their 27 May 1766 St. Jacob’s, Luebeck, marriage record (Mai & Marquart #233), and Schleuger in the Krasnoyar 1798 census (family #22).

Schein FN: said by the Norka FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). They died before the 1798 censuses.

Scheipelbein FN: see Schiefelbein.

Scheit FN: see Scheidt.

Scheitwahl? {A. Margaretha}: this is her likely name prior to marriage, sometime before arrival on the Volga, to Lobinger {Carl} (Mai1798:bn97 & 97a). I could not find this surname in the 1798 censuses.

Scheitwahl? {Franz/Franziscus}: a step-son living in the Lobinger {Carl} in June 1677 (Mai1798:bn97a). I could not find this surname in the 1798 censuses.

Scheitz {Catharina}: in Luebeck 23 May 1676 this widow of Reichart married Honburt? {Johannes} (Mai & Marquardt #229). Not found in Kulberg or in T. By 20 July 1676 Honburt? and {A. Katharina} had settled at Krasnoyar FSL #20, she said to be from UC Isenburg-Buedingen. No further information,

Schekedanz: listed under Schickedanz.

Scheib: see Scheibe.

Sche|]erchen (G), Sachsen: an unidentified place said by the Bettinger FSL to be home UC to a Berg family. There is a Schellerten, Lower Saxony, some 20 miles SE of Hannover city.

Schelep {Maria}: was a godmother at the 25 May 1676 Luebeck baptism of Schroedter {M. Catharina} daughter of the widow Schroedter (Mai & Marquardt #1292). No further information.

Scheleheiter FN: see Schoenheiter.
SchenhornFN: also see Schellhorn.
ScheffFN: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:671, 421) to be fromUC Laudenbach, Mannheim
[Amt], Baden, and KS:434 says he was Schoell fromUC Metzingen, Reutlingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. The GCRA was unable to prove origin in either place. Using FHL(1,457,468) they did find that the family’s youngest son was born in Moessingen, Tuebingen [Amt]. Wuerttemberg, on their way to Russia; they did not find that the family was ever in Hungary. See the GCRA book for more details. Also spelled Schoell.
ScheffFN: said by the Herzog FSL to be fromUC Steinau, Fulda.
ScheffFN: his wife was said by the Herzog FSL to be fromUC Weilburg.
ScheffFN: said by the Seewald FSL to be fromUC Gerfet, Wuerzburg.
Schell{Catharina E.): from Homberg, Hessen married Ditzel[Joannes] in Friedberg 26 March 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#293). Not found in any later source.
SchellbachGL: an unidentified place said by the Boregard FSL to be homeUC to a Wanser family. There are at least two Schellbachs in Germany: one is 17 miles NE of Alsfed town, and one is 7 miles N of Gera city.
SchellenbacherFN: see Schnellenbacher.
SchellenbergerFN: also see Schnellenbacher.
SchellerFN: said by the Doenhof FSL to be fromUC Stollberg (no locality mentioned). A Luebeck ML says this man ofUC Stollberg married a Berget woman in 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#225).
SchellerFN: according to the Buedingen ML this woman fromUC Nieder-Seemen married in 1766 a Schott man (Mai&Marquardt#505). By 1767 this couple was in Moor.
SchellerenGL: see Schelcherchen.
SchellhasFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Amsterdam, Holland with a Gruenmeister wife fromUC Amsterdam.
Schellhorn{Antony+w}: Kullberg98 said they were Catholic fromUC Franken. I did not find them in T, or in any pu blished FSL, or in Mai1798.
Schellhorn{Peter}: Schilling 1775 census supplement #11 says he came fromUC Gdansk.
Schellhorn{Michael} with wife {Margaretha} and daughter arrived in Russia 10Aug 1766, he said to be from Loewenstein (Kulberg4902). Not found in T. No further information.
Schelm97, Brandenburg: an unidentified place said by the Boregard FSL to be homeUC to a Bruckmann? family and possibly a Neuhau? family. This might be Schlem, Brabant, some 32 miles S of Arnhem (?).
SchembergFN: said by the Dobrinka FSL to be fromUC Lenden(?), Kurland.
SchenckFN: said by the Galka FSL to be fromUC Glauburg, Gelnhouse. Spelled Schenck in 1798 (Mail1798:Gk59).
Schenkel/ Schencker: go to Schenkel.
Schendl: go to Schoenthaler.
ScheindFN: see Scheidt.
SchenenmanFN: see Schonemann.
SchenkFN: listed in the Bergdorf 1858 census (KS:666) without origin, but KS:421 says they were from Doernach, Tuebingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. This origin was verified by the GCRA using
FHL (1,457,487). See their book for more detail.

**Schenk** FN: said by the Dobrinka FSL to be from UC Belzer, Darmstadt. Peter Alfeld has proof that this man was baptized in Billersthausen, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate.](

**Schenk** FN: said (no locality mentioned) by the Kutter FSL to be from UC Isenburg.

**Schenk** FN: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be from UC Konstanz, [Imperial City and Bishopric](

**Schenk** {A.Maria}: KS154 says she was from Buedingen town.

**Schenk** FN: I could not find this family in any published FSL but in 1798 members of this family were reported as having come from Schulz (Mai1798:Ka58).

**Schenk** FN: also see Schenk.

**Schenkel/Schinkel** FN {Johannes}: Lutheran, from UC Schweing (?), Kurpfalz, arriving at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1762. In April 1765 with wife [Catarina Regina] and 2 daughters he requested permission to leave Denmark (EEE p.582). By July 1766 they had settled in Doenhof FSL #32 which said he was from UC Kurpfalz (no locality mentioned).

**Schenkel/ Schencker** FN {J.Conr.}: this shepherd in Kirch-Beerfurth was domiciled in Gross Zimmern when he, his wife and 3 children left from Fraenkisch-Crumbach for Russia in 1766 (Gieg1). Fraenkisch-Crumbach parish records report that this man left with wife and 3 children for Russia in 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1279). KS154 says Schenkel {G.Konrad} a Catholic was from UC Gr.-Zimmern near Dieburg. I have so far found no trace of them in Russia.

**Schenkendorf** FN, Saalfeld: an unidentified place said by the Kromm version of the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL to be home UC to a Hahnmann/Hannemann man who came here later than the first settlers (p.35).

**Schep** FN: said by the Brabander FSL to be from UC Innsburg, Tirol. Pleve thought this might be Schet?. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

**Scheppach** GI, Oehringen [Amt], Wuertemberg: is some 4 miles SW of Oehringen city, and was proven by the GCRA as home to the Hoffmann [Mattias], Knorr, and Steigmann (attended church in Waldbach parish) families that went to Bergdorf. See the GCRA book for detail.

**Scheppach, Walbach parish, Winsberg Amt, Wuertemberg**: the GCRA proved this origin for Schanzenbach, and for the Loeffler woman who married Were, and Schaeffer {Christina} who married Lang, all of Glueckstal; see the GCRA book for detail.

**Scheppach** GI, Weinsberg Amt, Wuertemberg: proven by the GCRA to be home to the Knorr family which went to Bergdorf, as well as home to the the Boechline woman who became frau Hofmann and then frau Weisser, as well as the Simpfendoerfer, Weidner and Weinmann families. see the GCRA book for more details.

**Scheppach** GI, Weinsberg Amt, Oehringen Oberamt, Wuertemberg: is some 6 miles ENE of Weinsberg, Baden-Wuertertberg, and was home to a Reichert family that settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa.

**Scherbeck** (?) GI, Holstein: an unidentified place said by the Dinkel FSL to be home UC to a Cromberg and possibly a Mueller family.

**Scherck:** see Scharg.

**Scherer** FN {Johannes}: said by the Keller FSL to be from UC Westhofen, Kurpfalz.

**Scherer** FN {Antonette}: said by the Keller FSL to be a single girl from UC Westhofen?, Kurpfalz.

**Scheren** FN: said by the Seewald FSL to be from UC Louis, Saar, France.
Scherer: said by the Straub FSL to be from Panrod, Nassau-Usingen [Principality]. For 1791, 1792 and 1798 see Mai1798:Mv2864, 2865, Sr14,19,Wr75,104.

Scherer: said by the Warendorf FSL to be step-children in the Roth {Jacob} household. Kuhlberg said they were from [Pfalz] Zweibruecken [Duchy].

Scherer: said by the A.Maria: KS154 says she was from Hamm near Worms.

Scherer: Katharina, the catholic daughter of Bernhard of Ederingen, Luetzelburg who on 30 April 1766 in Woerrd married Greger {Johann} (Mai&Marquardt#786 and KS131). Not found in any later source.

Scherer: this family name was found recorded in 1700s Berstadt parish records; see Flegel trip.

Scherff: also see Scherer and Scherr.

Scherff/Scherf: married Krafft {Catharina} 12 March 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#420). KS140 has {Katharina}. Not found in Kulberg or in T. By 15 January 1767 Scherf {Nicolaus & Katharina} with 3 Baumberger step-children had settled at Moor FSL #18 & #18a, he said to be from Kurpfalz. In 1798 he is still in Moor with a new Ebel wife {M.Elisabeth} (Mai1798:Mo41).

Scherff: also see Scharf.

Scherff/Scherf: married Krafft {Catharina} 12 March 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#420). KS140 has {Katharina}. Not found in Kulberg or in T. By 15 January 1767 Scherff {Nicolaus & Katharina} with 3 Baumberger step-children had settled at Moor FSL #18 & #18a, he said to be from Kurpfalz. In 1798 he is still in Moor with a new Ebel wife {M.Elisabeth} (Mai1798:Mo41).

Scherff: see Scherer.

Scherft: see Scharg.

Scherfing: said by the Volmer FSL to be from Frankenheim, Wuerzburg.

Scherkhova: see Scharg.

Scherman: said by the Norka FSL to be from Isenburg (no locality mentioned). Spelled Schermann in 1775. Later spelled Scharman? (Mai1798:Mv1934).

Schermann: see Scherman and Scheuermann.

Scherf: said by the Stephan FSL to be from Anhalt-Kothen [Principality], no locality mentioned. Spelled Scherer in 1788 and 1798 (Mai1798:Mv2832, Sp21 and MI17, and Schorer in 1767 (T414-16). Scherf: said by the Seelmann FSL to be from Reuth, Bamberg [Bishopric]. I did not locate them or any descendants in Mai1798.

Scherschart?, Daenemark [Kingdom]: an unidentified place said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be home to the Carl and Hansen families.

Scherstong’s FSL: an unidentified place said by the Boregard FSL to be home to a Menges family.

Schertz: said by the Bettinger FSL to be from Leppin (?). Spelled Scherz in 1798 (Mai1798:Sh29).

Scherz: see Schertz.

Schessler: see Schissler.

Scherpe: see Schep.

Scherp: Kur-Trier: an unidentified place said by the Brabander FSL to be home to a Glaeser family.

Schetschilnik, Prussia: an unidentified place the GCRA found it associated with a Lang family in 1788. Could this be Zychlinek, Poland, 24 miles SE of Inowroclaw?

Schetz: said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be from Laubach.

Scheutz: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be from Orb.

Scheu: see Scheuau.

Scheuch/Schesch: Christoph: married Schmied {M.Catharina} in Rosslau 9 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#931 & KS154). Not found in any published FSL.

Scheuerman: see Scheuerefele.

Scheuernal: see Scheuerfeld.

Scheuermann: this family name was found recorded in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to 1767; see Flegel trip.

Scheuermann/Schermann: this Schermann from Ober Klinga married
Delous [Johanna M.] in Buedingen 11 April 1766 (Mai & Marquart #522). On 8 Aug 1766 Scheuermann and wife {Anna} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Pfalz (Kulberg 3597). Not found in T. By 17 Aug 1767 Scheuerman and wife {A.Maria} with her mother {A.Margaretha} had settled at Huck FSL #73, he said to be from Curpfalz (no locality mentioned). KS144 & 153 have Scharmann. Jim Pickelhaupt says he found this man’s origin.

Scheuermann/Scharmann/Schermann [FN {Peter}]: said by the Huck FSL #72 to be from Curpfalz (no locality mentioned). Jim Pickelhaupt says he found this man’s origin.

Scheuermann [FN {Hartmann/J.Hartmann}]: KS154 says he left Oberlais near Buedingen heading for Jag Poljana with wife and 6 children. 13 Sept 1766 with wife {Elisabeth} and 6 children he arrived in Russia, said to be from Darmstadt (Kulberg 6246). Said by the Jagdnaja Poljana FSL to be from Didda in the state of Hessen. Said by the Scherman version to be from Ober Lais near Nidda (p.135).

Scheuermann [FN]; said by the Kolb FSL to be from Curpfalz Landsendorf, Braunfels.

Scheuermann [FN]; said by the Norka FSL to be orphaned daughter of Hermann Scheuermann living in the Battin household.

Scheuermann [FN]: said by the Mariental FSL to be from Curpfalz Dinkelsbuehl, Schwaben.

Scheuermann [J.Jost]: KS154 says he was from Roethgers near Wetzlar.

Scheuermann [J.Konrad]: KS154 says he was born in 1749 and was from Oberlais near Buedingen. On 13 Sept 1766 he arrived single in Russia (Kulberg 6246).

Scheuermann [Johannes]: KS154 says he was from Helpersheim near Buedingen.

Scheuermann [Nickel]: KS154 says he was from Vildthen (?) near Wetzlar.

Scheuermann [FN], Richard A: he and David F. Schmidt were the two-man team that negotiated for and obtained the valuable 1798 Volga censuses for AHSGR.

Scheufele [FN], said by the Bergdorf 1858 census (KS: 666, 418) without origin, but KS: 422) to have been from Curpfalz Bissingen, Ludwigsburg [Amt], Wuerttemberg. This origin was verified by the GCRA using FHL (1,056,762). See their book for more detail. Also spelled Scheufele, Schaufele and Scheufele.

Scheufele [FN]: see Scheufele.

Scheurer [FN]: see Scherer.

Schez [Magdalena]: see Gillich {Erhardt} of Wittmann.

Schezler (?)[U]: is an unidentified locality which, according to the Frank FSL, was in the state of Wuertzburg and was home to a Grauf family.

Schibert [FN]: Bonner proved this woman married here in 1766 a Zieg man before they proceeded to Messer.

Schibert [FN]: see Schiebert.

Schieck/Sick [FN {J.Ludewig}]: Lutheran from Curpfalz Suldfelsen arrived in Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1762. With wife {Catharina} and 4 children, he requested permission to leave Denmark in April 1765 (EEE p.580). By April 1766 they had settled in Galka FSL #36 which said he was from Curpfalz Bischofsheim, Kurfalz. For 1798 see {Balthasar} (Mai1798: Gk19, 26, Ho46?) and {Ludwig} (Gk13, Dr24).

Schick [FN]: said by the Goebel FSL to be from Curpfalz Essenbach, Wuerzburg.

Schick [J.Heinrich]: said by Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been from Curpfalz Suhl (Lk2). Not found in any FSL and I could not find them or any likely descendant associated with any Volga colony.

Schickedans/Schickedants Schickedants Schickedants [FN {Daniel}]: the 1766 Kuhlberg 0506 listed him as single from Isenburg wanting to go to Saratov. In the 1767 Frank FSL #21 he is Schickedans? from Sprendlingen, Isenburg [-Birstein]. Ruth Froelke commissioned by the Frank Research Fund found that {Daniel} was born in May 1744, and she has traced his lineage back to the brothers {Johannes} born about 1650 and {Mattern} born about 1644 both in Sprendlingen.

Schickedanz [FN {Georg}]: using LDS Film #1193263 Corina Hirt found that the man listed as {Georg} in Kulberg 5697 actually was {J.Ernst} born 9 Jun 1732 in Sprendlingen to {Johann & Eva}, and who married there Hochstatt (Susanna Eleonora) 25 Dec 1760, this couple then parenting two children in 1761 & 1764. On 13 Sept 1766 these four arrived in Russia, he said to be from Isenburg (Kulberg 5697). So far neither the parents or either of their two children have been identified later in Russia.

Schickedanz/Schickedans/Schickedants [J.Georg]: father of {M.Katharina} his orphaned daughter who
was born 29 Jun 1760 in Sprendlingen, and in 1767 was living in the Leonhardt [J.Conrad] household {Grimm FSL #80}.

Scheckandez [M.Margaretha]: using LDS Film #1193263 Corina Hirt found that she had been born in Sprendlingen 29 Jun 1760. She arrived in Russia 8 Aug 1766 in the company of her parents {Johann & Anna}, her father said to be from Isenburg (Kulberg3026a). By 1767 she had been orphaned and was living at Grimm FSL #80a in the household of the widower Leonhard [Konrad], he also said to be from Isenburg; in this entry her father was mistakenly called {Georg}.

Schicketanz FN: see Schickedanz.

Schickidan: an alternative spelling for Schickedanz.

Schidatlie: Polen: an unidentified place said by the Fischer FSL to be from Erfurt/Ehfurt.

Schiebe: Johim Ernest: arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in March 1762. Released in June 1767, they later went to settle in Riebensdorf colony, Woronesh (EEE p.580).

Schiefferstein FN: see Scheff.

Schieffelbein FN: see Schieffelbein.

Schiebert/Schibert/Schubert FN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be from Erfurt/Ehfurt.

Schiebler: said by the Koehler FSL to be the maiden name of Frau Rosenbach.

Schie FN: see Scheff.

Schieffelbein FN: said by the Husaren FSL to be from Marienwerder, Preussen. In 1798 spelled Schieffelbein (Mai1798:Hn2, 4, 6, 28) and Schiepelbein (Ho38).

Schiefferstein/Schifferstein FN: [A. Elisabeth]: married Lochmann [J. Georg] in Luebeck 8 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#67). Later in 1766 {Georg & Elisabeth} took ship in Oranienbaum for the Volga (TS5828-5829). On 4 July 1766 he and wife {Anna} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Darmstadt (Kulberg1478). By 7 July 1767 this couple had settled at Paulskaya FSL #18, he said to be from Bach. For 1798 see Mai1798:Sh25.

Schiefferstein FN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from Naderill?. According to the 1798 Paulskaya census Frau Schiefferstein's maiden name was Rothenberger (Mai1798:Pl17).

Schieffer: and Kraemer wife {M.Catharina}, their daughter {Margaretha E.} was baptized in Luebeck 20 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1302).

Schie FN: according to the Goebel FSL this step-son was living in a Person household from Pout-aux-Moines (?), Frankreich.

Schieberg FN: said by the Jost FSL to be from Mahndorf, Anhalt-Zerbst. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schielein FN: said by the Leitsinger FSL to be from Teuschnitz, Bamberg [Bishopric]. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schiefer: see Schier.

Schielew FN: said by the Kolb FSL to be from Duderstadt, Sachsen.

Schiemer: [Franz]: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be from Wuerzburg no locality indicated. Later spelled Schirmer (Mai1798:Pl08).

Schiepert: said by the 1798 Dietel census to be the maiden name of Frau Muehl (Mai1798:Dt16).

Schierart/Schirard [Elisabetha]: said by the Buedingen ML to be from Offenbach, on 1 April 1766 she married Sahlfeld/Saalfeld [Carl Gottlieb Conrad]. In 1798 she was in Schilling with 3 of their children and 2 of their grandchildren (Mai1798:Sg71). Other children were then in other villages (Mai1798:St13,Jo34, Jo52).

Schierat: said by the Moor FSL to be from Nassau-Saarbruecken (no locality mentioned). I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schierath FN: see Schierart.

Schierling [Jacob]: KS154 says he was from Lakendorf of Rosenort near Danzig, born in Samara.

Schierstein: today is a neighborhood along the Rhine just SW of Wiesbaden city, and was said by the Boregard FSL to be home to an Engel {Adam} family. Same as the next two entries.

Schierstein, [Nassau-]Usingen [Principality]: was a portion of Wiesbaden where the Duke of Nassau-Usingen was seated, and said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be home to a Klein family.

Schierstein, Nassau[-Usingen Principality]: said by the Straub FSL to be home to a Heinz family.
Schiesdetzkin/Schiestetz [Veronica]: married Schupphard [J. Michael] in Rossau 29 May 1766 (Mai & Marquardt #992). KS154 has Schiestetz [Veronica] and the wrong year: 1765. KS157 has Schuberd. Not found in any later source.

Schiffelmeier [FN]: said by the Kano FSL to be from UC Bellheim. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schiffermann [FN]: see Siiferman.

Schiffler [Margaretha] was listed in Rosenheim in 1798 (Rm17) but I cannot find her in any FSL.

Schiffler [A. Regina] [FN]: married name of Frau Schiffler [Bernhard] and said by the Stahl-am-Karanam FSL to be from UC Davidenburg, Wuerttemberg [Duchy] which could not be found; there is an outside chance that she might actually have been from somewhere in the Thuengen Barony with passport issued by the Prince-Bishop of Wuerttemberg. For 1798 see Mai1798: Sk6.

Schiffler/Schipper/Schifler [Bernhard] [FN]: said by the first transcription of Stahl-am-Karanam FSL (#31) to be from UC Elabs, Dormstadt. The Pleve version said he was from UC Dienheim. Also see Shipper and Schifler.

Schiffler/Schipper/Schifler [FN]: said by the Stephan FSL to be from UC Hallwangen?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]. I did not find him or any descendants in Mai1798. Schiffler [FN]: said by the Walter FSL to be from UC Saalefeld, Coburg Duchy. According to the Buedingen ML, this man married in 1766 a Schmidt woman (Mai & Marquardt #482). Also spelled Schiffer.

Schiffler [J. Ulrich]: from Saalefeld married Schmidt [Cornelia] in Buedingen 7 April 1766 (Mai & Marquardt #482). Not found in any later source.

Schiffler [FN]: said by the Warenburg FSL to be from UC Merzhouen, Nassau [- Usingen Principality]. For 1798 see Mai1798: Wr13, 60, 85. Mistakenly said by the Pleve Kissing family (Warenburg colony) chart to be from UC Erzhasen, Nassau.

Schiffler [FN]: see Schifler.

Schiffler [Kaspar]: by Aug 1767 he had died, his wife evidently had remarried, and his young daughter was a step-daughter in the household of Euler [Johannes] in Norka (FSL #86a). I cannot find them in the index to the 1798 censuses.

Schigwetter [FN]: said by the Huck FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no locality mentioned).

Schiketzan: filed under Schickedanz.

Schillor: [FN]: Herrbrass: said by the Enders FSL to be home UC to Frau Buschmann.

Schild [Peter]: KS154 says he was from Leihgestern.

Schildkroeppe [County] [GS]: nka Schoellkrippen, seated 6 miles NE of Aschaffenbarg city. The Buedingen ML said this was home UC to an Amrain man who married in 1766 a Kemmer woman of UC Alstadt (Mai & Marquardt #612).

Schildt [FN]: said by the Merkel FSL to be from UC Hamburg.

Schill [FN]: said by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#72) and KS: 423 to have come from UC Lothingen, no locality mentioned. The GCRA did not research his origin; see their book for a bit more.

Schiller [August]: said by the Recruiter Beauregard list to have come from UC Priers?, [Kur] Trier (Lk99). Rosemary Larson found them in the 1775 Katharinenstadt census which she reports says they came from Aufsess, Beyreuth. They were in Katharinenstadt in 1798 (Mai1798: Ka90, 95, 92), having been found in no FSL and no earlier colony indicated; so they could well have been among the Katharinenstadt first settlers. Rosemary speculates that he had gone from Bayreuth to Kurtrier before going on to Russia.

Schiller [FN]: said by the 1798 Warenburg census to be the maiden name of Frau Schuetz [J. Kaspar].

Schiller [FN]: also see Schellher and Schaller.

Schild [FN]: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS: 675, 424) to be from Steinsfurt(h), Sinheim [Amt], Baden. Using FHIL (1, 189, 155), the GCRA verified this origin. See the GCRA book for more detail.

Schilling [Agnes Catharina Margaretha]: daughter of {Augustins} and wife {A. Catharina} Geursp had daughter baptized in Luebeck 6 April 1766 (Mai & Marquardt #1285).

Schilling [Elisabetha]: with her Hannenfus husband {J. Dietrich} their son {J. Dietrich} was baptized 11 March 1766 in Luebeck (Mai & Marquardt #1331). [This couple went to Livonia so she likely is a daughter of {Augustins}.]

Schilling [FN] {Augustins/August}: Lutheran from UC Stetten, Brackenheim Amt, Wuerttemberg Duchy.
With wife {Malene} and 4 children he requested permission to leave Denmark in January 1765. (EEE p.580-581). On 6 April 1766 in Luebeck {Agnes Catharina Margaretha} his daughter (the mother’s maiden name was given as Geursp [A.Margaretha]) was baptized (Mai&M.Margardt#1285). On 20 May 1766 with wife {Maria} and 3 children he said to be from Wartenberg arrived at Kronstadt (Kulberg,207). In August 1766 in Oranienbaum he wrote a pledge to settle in Hirschenhof colony, Latvia (EEE p.580-581).

Schilling\textsuperscript{FN}{J.Adam}: said by the Jost FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Suhl, Thueringen.

Schilling\textsuperscript{FN}{Johannes}: said by the Koehler FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Steinheim, Mainz.

Schilling\textsuperscript{FN}{Magnus}: said by the Mariental FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Wuerzburg (no locality indicated).

Schilling\textsuperscript{FN}{Nicolaus}: said by the Norka FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Hessen (no locality indicated). For 1798 see Mai1798: Nr27, 144, 18 and 189. The wife’s maiden name was given as Taube in 1798 (Nr27).

Schilling {Johannes}: Lutheran from Niederhofen, Baden-Durlach Margraviate arrived in Schleswig-Holstein, Schleswig Royal Duchy in June 1761. With wife {M.Magdalena}, 4 children and their maid Merkl {Elisabeth} he was last recorded in Denmark in April 1763. Before the 1775 census they had settled in Schilling 1775 census #30 (EEE p.581). Schilling\textsuperscript{FN}: this family name was found recorded in Winterhausen marriage records 1760-1769; see Flegel trip.

Schilling\textsuperscript{FN}: also see Schilling and Schiming.

Schilling website: this website was created and is maintained by Gary Martens, AHSGR village coordinator for Schilling. It’s URL is http://www.schillinggr.org/index.htm.

Schilling\textsuperscript{FV} (aka Gnilyshka, Sosnovka, Sosnowka): a Lutheran colony founded in 1764 on the western side of the Volga river not far from Beideck. To the best of my knowledge no copy of its First Settlers’ List has been found and published. Anyone learning of such a document, please let us know immediately. Gary Martens is the AHSGR Schilling Village Coordinator. The following is a list of folk who may well have been among the Schilling First Settlers. A number following the given name indicates their location in the 1775 Schilling census which would have included a few folk who first settled in some other colony. Two letters with a following number (e.g.An21is #21 in Anders) indicate a person in the 1798 census who in the indicated village carried the note “from Schilling”, and I have not found the family in any other FS:

Adam {A.Katharina} 13, Ahlfelt {Karl} 68, Benzel {Johannes} 50, {Peter} 75,
Blazer/Blaeser/Bleser {Peter} 75, Bork {Jakob} sup#5, Brecht {Matthias} 11,
Bruhn {Andreas} 19, Dam/Dann {J.Jacob} 42, Daniel {Wendel} 54,
Deipermin {Susanna} 61, Dettern {Susanna} Hs105 “from Schilling”, Dieter {Georg} 22,
Dikher {Johann} 9, {Margaretha Ul} 10, Drumheller {Valent} 18,
Essig/Esik/Eisik {Georg} 47, {J. Jakob} 46, Felker/Voelker {Johann} sup#4,
Filbert {J. Georg} 4, {J. Nikolaus} 5, Fitzner {Gottlieb} 27, Flohr {A. Elisabeth} Kt64 “from Schilling”, Fogler {J. Nikolaus} 28, Fuss {Wilhelmina} Kk14 “from Schilling”,
Geier/Geer {Jost/Just} 35 “from Schilling”, Geissner {Jost} 53, Gertlinger {Friedrich} 45,
Gier {J.Adam} sup#6, Goetz/Getz {Johann} sup#8, Grab/Gropp {Konrad} 70,
Graf/Graf {Martin} 48, Gramling/Gramlich {J.Adam} 15,
Gress/Gross/Kress {Christian} 72, Guenter {J.Heinrich} Sp18 “1768 to Schilling”,
Haas {Hartman} 75, {Johann} 28, Hager/Gager {Jakob} 29,
Haras/Harres/Harris/Garres {Christian} 39,
Hartmut/Hartmug/Hartmug/Hartwig {Heinrich} 79, Hartwig {Stephan Gottfried} 74,
Heinser {Margaretha} K 7 “from Schilling”, Helmut {Christoph} 47, {Michael} 26,
{Peter’s widow} 25, Henkel {Jakob} 77, Hertlinger/Herrlinger {Friedrich} 45,
Kaufman/Kaufmann {Johann} sup#2, Kehm/Keim {Friedrich} sub#3,
Keller {Heinrich} 7, Kerher/Koerber {Georg} 20, Knog/Knab?? {Johann} sup#4,
Krapp {Konrad} 70, Krel/Krell/Krill {Heinrich} 2, Kurtz {Christian} 49,
Laubach {Johann} 63, Lei/Lai {Kar} sup#1, Lertz {Kaspar} 77,
Letsereich/Loetsrieh/Loetsereich {Heinrich} 62, Luft/Heinrich 32, {Johannes} 84,
{Wilhelm} 82, Mahr {Heinrich} 16, Mai/May {J. Georg} 78, Maul {J. Georg} 52,
{J.Philipp} 10, Meisinger {Andreas} 67, Mende {Georg} 76, Metz {Georg} 59,
Michael {Phil.Ludwig} 17, Moor {Christina} Br22 “from Schilling”,
It is possible but unlikely that the following were Schilling first settlers:

Bell (Konrad) sup#13 settled first in Grimm or in Doennhof.

Damm (Jakob) 42 born in Kriegsfeld, Kurpfalz, may first have settled in Loeb 39.

Jelinz (Samuel) sup#12 from Gelnhausen but settled first in Grimm (?).

Schlinder (Heinrich) sup#14 was first in Grimm.

Sahlfeld (Karl) not yet in the 1775 Schilling census.

Schiltach, Neckar, Wuerтемberg: is 59 miles SW of Weiler (Mai & Marquardt) and proven by Jerry Amen to be the location of the Doenhoef Leglers in 1625 before they went to Weiler.

Schilling: see Schilling.

Schimels (Jakob): KS154 says with wife and 2 children he left either Bieber or Lohrhaupen near Gelnhausen.

Schimek: note Schimming?.

Schimpe: see Schimpf.

Schimpe: said by the Fischer FSL to be from Hannover. The family name apparently was spelled Schilling, Schreimann, and Schimek in 1798 (Mai 1798: Fs 30/15/40.1).

Schimpf: said by the Dobrinka FSL (db 69) to be from Reichenheim, Erbach County (Geig 1).

Schimpf/ Schimpe: said by the Dobrinka FSL (db 69) to be from Reichenheim, Erbach County (Geig 1).

Schimpe/ Schimpf: Conrad/Konrad: the Buedingen ML says he was from Niederweissel and reports his 13 June 1766 marriage to Cloes (Juliana) (Mai & Marquardt # 692). KS154 says his name could be spelled Schimpe. They arrived in Russia 19 Aug 1766, he said to be from Niederweissel in Kulberg (5098). Not found in T. By 18 Aug 1767 they had settled at Kraft # 43, he said to be from Podosin (?).

Schimpe: see Schimpf.

Schinalischt?: an unidentified place said by the Caesarsfeld FSL to be home to a Dehler family. Kuhlberg said this was in Zerbst.

Schincke: said by the Kukkus FSL to be from Lennheim (?), Braunfels.

Schincke: also see Schenk.

Schindler/ Schindel: J. Christoph: from Erbach County arriving at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1762! In June 1763 with wife and 2 children, he was given permission to leave Denmark (EEE p. 583). By July 1765 they were settled in Dobrinka FSL # 32 which said he was from Hirschbach, Schwansen (?).

Schindler: August: Catholic son of the deceased Mich from Schwassing, Bohemia married in Wohrd 2 June 1766 Bloneck (Anna) (Mai & Marquardt # 822 & KS154). KS154 gives his origin as Schwasinger, Bohemen. On 12 Sept. 1766 they arrived in Russia, he recorded as being from Boehmen (Kulberg 6149). Later in 1766 they took transport for the Volga (T 3606-3607).
By Sept 1767 this couple was settled at Keller FSL #65 which said he was from Schwassing bei Muehle.

Schindler {Heinrich}: son of the late {Joh.} of Leipzig married in Woehr 7 May 1766 Dobler {Marg.} widow of a hussar in the Royal regiment of Prussian Gen. von Ziethen (Mai&Marquardt#803 & KS154). On 12 Sept. 1766 he with wife {Magdalena} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Sachsen (Kuhlberg6195). Later in 1766 with wife {M.Magdalena} in Oranienbaum he took transport for the Volga (T3239-3240). By 5 Sept. 1767 they with infant daughter {A.Maria} had settled at Lauwe FSL #24, he said to be from Leipizg. I could not find this family in the 1798 censuses.

Schindler:FN: said by the Norka FSL to be from Runkel (no locality mentioned). The maiden name of the wife is later said to be Becker (Mai1798:Nr82, also see Nr71).

Schindler:FN: said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be from Altdorf, Nuernberg [Imperial City]. I could not find members of this family in Mai1798.

Schindler {Heinrich} from Wolfenhausen near Weilburg he married in Buedingen on 15 May 1766 Becker {A.Elisabetha/Catharina} (Mai&Marquardt#652, KS120). Not listed in Kulberg, T, or in any published FSL.

Schindler {Heinrich}: listed in T517-518 with wife {A.Margaretha}. Not listed in Kulberg or in any published FSL.

Schindler {Heinrich}: listed in Kulberg6195 and T3239-3244 with wife {M.Magdalena}. Not listed in any published FSL.

Schindler: also see Schindel.

Schiff:FN: said by the Kraft FSL to be from Podosin(?), Hohensolms.

Schingas:FN: the Mueller FSL says that his Fuchs brother-in-law with whom he lives is from Fuchs Schlierbach. So very likely, he and his sister, Fuchs' wife are from there too.

Schintwelt:FN: said by the Dobrinka FSL to be from Berlin, Brandenburg.

Schipp/Schoepp:FN{Susanna Margaretha}: from Reibach married Armbruester {J.Michael} in Buedingen 22 April 1766; by 1767 this couple was at Krasnoyars FSL #69; KS154 says she was a Schoepp from Reibach near Dieburg (Mai&Marquardt#569).

Schipper:FN: see Schippert and Shiper.

Schipper:FN: said by the Keller FSL to be from Bodenheim, Kurmainz, with an orphan Fell boy in the household. Spelled Schipper in 1798 (Mai1798:Nk42).

Schirag {M.Magdalena} recorded as a godparent at the 11 May 1766 Luebeck baptism of Schreiner {J.Jacob} son of Friedr. and Stauch {M.Johanna} (Mai&Marquardt#1353). No later reference found.

Schirag {Peter} recorded as a godparent at the 11 May 1766 Luebeck baptism of Hinckel {A.Maria} daughter of {J.Carl} and Schreiner {A.Maria} (Mai&Marquardt#1352).

Schirart:FN: see Schierart.

Schirard:FN: see Schierart.

Schirmer:FN{Peter}: said by the Mariental FSL to be from Raude?, Kurmainz.

Schirmer {Joseph/Josef} married Bourseck {Helena} in Luebeck 10 October 1765 (Mai&Marquardt#1179). KS154 mistakenly had the year as 1766. Not found in Kulberg, T, any published FSL or in Mai1798.

Schirmer:FN: also see Schiemer.

Schirrmann {Ulrich}: arrived in Russia before 28 January 1765 with wife, 3 children ages 7, 4, and 2, and a nephew age 14 and they were all still in St. Petersburg on 16 February (Fond, file 42< pp. 5, 11). I could not find them in any later record.

Schischeft, Prussia: an unidentified place which the GCRA found associated with frau Henne (nee Pfusterle).

Schisler:FN: said by the Walter FSL to be from Lagenschwarz, Freie Adelprovinz der alten Ritter. The family name has also been spelled Schessler, Schoessler, and Schoele. Doris Evans says research done by Anneliese Michiowski for the Frank Research Fund confirms this Schoessler man’s origins: he came from Sandberg near Gersfeld to Langenschwarz where in 1711 he married a Beyer woman.

Schitler:FN: see Stller.
Schlaegel: said by the Lauwe FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Breternitz, Sachsen. I could not find this family in the 1798 censuses.

Schkopau\textsuperscript{GL}, [Merseburg Bishopric]: is some 5 miles S of Halle city, Sachsen-Anhalt, and said by the Lauwe FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Kasner family.

Schlaege\textsuperscript{FN}: Bonner proved that one daughter of the Messer family (FSL #53) was baptised in Bueches/Buches, Isenburg[-Buedingen County].

Schlaeger\textsuperscript{FN}: also see Schlegel.

Schlager\textsuperscript{FN}: see Schlager, Schlarg, and Schlege.

Schlaeb\textsuperscript{FN}: this family name was found recorded in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to 1767; see Flegel trip.

Schlaffzig\textsuperscript{GL}: see Gross Slawsk.

Schlant: see Gross Slawsk.

Schlag: said by the Stumpp supplement to the Dietel FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kur-pfalz (no locality indicated). Spelled Schaleger in 1798 when the wife’s maiden name was given as Klein (Mail\textsubscript{798}:Dt77).

Schlager: said by the Brabander FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Erbach, Kurmainz. Spelled Schlaeger in 1798 (Mail\textsubscript{798}:Bn60). For other family members in 1792, and 1798 see Mail\textsubscript{798}:Mv400, 408, Dt78, Br6.

Schlumberg: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Wendeburg?. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schlamp: said by the Straub FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Kurpfalz (no locality mentioned). I did not find them or any descendants in Mail\textsubscript{798}.

Schlangenbad\textsuperscript{GL}, Kurmainz: is some 10 miles NW of Mainz city, 9 km WNW of Wiesbaden city centre and was by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Ohl family.

Schlant\textsuperscript{FN}: listed by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#9, 11, 33) without origin, while KS:425 says in one entry that they came from\textsuperscript{UC} Torschau, [Banatsch,] Ungarn, and in another that they came from\textsuperscript{UC} Elsass, via Ungarn. See the GCRA book for more details.

Schlar\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Treis-an-der-Lumda?. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schlar\textsuperscript{FN}: a possible early settler of Zuerich listed as an orphan in the Fei[PhilippPeter] household.

Schlatserot, Freie Adelprovinz der alten Ritter. The Rye version of the Walter FSL (#40) says this was home\textsuperscript{UC} to Schlaefer\textsuperscript{FN} [Wigant]. The Walter Research Project has identified this village as Schletznrod, Hessen. However the Pleve version of the same household (#40) says he was from\textsuperscript{UC} Rimbach.

Schlech?, Preussen: an unidentified place said by the Galka FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Malm widow.

Schlecht\textsuperscript{FN}{Gottfried}: arrived in Glueckstal after the 1816 census and was proven by GCRA to be from Bonlanden\textsuperscript{GL}, Esslingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. See the GCRA book for more details.

Schlecht\textsuperscript{FN}{Margaretha}: listed by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:67, 425) with no origin. She may have come from the same place as Gottfried. See the GCRA book for more details.

Schlechtbach\textsuperscript{GL}: see Unterschlechtbach.

Schlechtenwald?, Boehmen: an unidentified place said by the Keller FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Heckmann? family.

Schledewitr\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Jost FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Meisenheim, Zweibruecken. In 1798 the name was spelled Schledewitz (Mail\textsubscript{798}:Jo05,25).

Schledewitz\textsuperscript{FN}: see Schledewir.

Schledor\textsuperscript{[A. Barbara]}: Denise Grau proved her marriages first to a Kenner/Knect man and then to Wassinger{Joseph}, with whom she settled in Graf.

Schleege\textsuperscript{FN}{A.Cathar/}: from\textsuperscript{UC} Isenburg County married 21 May 1766 Weber{J.Hinr.}; this couple by 1767 had settled at Stahl-am-Karman #22 (Mail\&Marquardt#226).

Schleezen, Kursachsen: see Schlez.

Schleffler\textsuperscript{[Christoph/Christian]}: Anhalt-Dessau archival records report he is a discharged soldier from Rehsen who courted a widow for her pension (Mail\&Marquardt#1144). KS154 says this immoral person deserted his wife in Rehsen, Dessau. He then married Sprecht{M.Dorothea} in Rehsen, Dessau.
Rosslaun 10 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#947). Not found in Kulberg. Later in 1766
{Christian & M.Dorothea} with 3 children took transport in Oranienvoam for the Volga (T5369-
5373). Not found in any published FSL.

Schlefler{FN}{Konrad}: said by the Grimm FSL to be from{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned).
Schlegel{FN}{Johannes}: son of the deceased {Peter Carl} and step-son of Rener{J.Georg} (Bauer FSL
#55a). I could not find either Schlegel in either Kulberg or Mai1798.

Schlegel, Schleicher, Schleigel, Schlegauer, and Schleuchert, listed in one sequence below:
Schleich{M.Catharina/Katharina}: daughter of {Melchior} from{UC} Buedingen married on 10 April 1766
in Buedingen Gies{Johannes} from{UC} Gelnhausen (Mai&Marquardt#613). They are listed in the
Walter FSL #53.

Schleucher{FN}: said by the Balzer FSL to be from{UC} Isenburg (no state or locality identified). KS:154 said
he was from{UC} Offenbach, Isenburg[-Birstein Principality]. For 1798 see Mai1798:Bz92, Ho8, Lw23. His brother or cousin may have been listed as Schlegel in the FSL.

Schlegel/Schleucher/Schleigel/Schlegauer{FN}{Johannes}: said by the Balzer FSL to be from{UC} Isenburg.
Bonner found that a Schlegel of this name was baptized Wolferborn, Isenburg[-Birstein County?]. A Luebeck ML said this Schleucher man married in 1766 a Goetz woman from{UC}
Isenburg (Mai&Marquardt#233). The family name was spelled Schleuger in 1798
(Mai1798:Ks22).

Schlegel{FN}{Philipp}: said by the Balzer FSL to be from{UC} Isenburg (no state or locality identified), with
Eier? orphan boys in the household. For 1790 see Mai1798:Mv67.

Schlegel{FN}: said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be from{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned).
Schlegel/Schlaegel/Schlagel{Gottlieb}: said by the Recruiter Beauregard list to have come from{UC}
Muelhausen (Lk131). This Schlaegal man married Walthler{Cunigunde} in Luebeck 15 July
1766 (Mai&Marquardt#185). Listed as Schlegel in 1767 (T1243-1244). He was listed in
Biberstein in 1798 (Mai1798:Bb44) where no earlier colony is mentioned; not found in any FSL,
so it is quite possible that they were among the Biberstein first settlers.

Schlegel{FN}: said by the Brabander FSL to be from{UC} Foudenbach?, Provinz Utrecht.

Schlegel/Schlaegel{FN}{Konrad}: said by Kuulberg3229 and the Huck FSL to be from{UC} Isenburg (no
locality or country mentioned).

Schleicher{FN}: said by the Jost FSL to be from{UC} Klein Glien?, Sachsen; also in the household was a
Keteke woman, his betrothed.

Schlegel{FranzSr}{FN}: listed with his Keller wife in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ list (pb15) with no
origin mentioned ; for offspring in 1798 see Mai1798:Pb1,4,12 and 25.

Schlegel{FranzJr}{FN}: listed with his Laib wife in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ list (pb16) with no
origin mentioned ; for offspring in 1798 see Mai1798:Pb10 and 30.

Schleicher{FN}{Adam}: said by the Norka FSL to be from{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned). Spelled
Schleicher in 1775. Spelled Schleiger in 1798 (Mai1798:Nr135 and possibly 138).

Schleicher{FN}{Konrad}: said by the Norka FSL to be from{UC} Isenburg (no locality mentioned). Spelled
Schleicher in 1775. In 1798 it was spelled Schlegier and the wife’s maiden name was given as
Klin? (Mai1798:Nr45, 34, Pb27 and possibly Nr138?).

Schlegel{Georg}: son of {Stephan} of{UC} Eschenvelden, Sulzbach Duchy married Zeberlin{Anna} in
Woehr 2 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#820). KS154 has Eschenfelden near Amberg. Not
found in any later source.

Schleicher{Susanna}: from{UC} Gersfelden, Fulda Bishopric, married Vay{Nicolaus} in Buedingen 26
May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#666 & KS154). Not found in any later source.

Schleho{FN}: said by the Bettinger FSL to be from{UC} Ochsenfurt, Dessau, with a Richter mother-in-law in
the household. Spelled Schley in 1798 (Mai1798:Zg8).

Schleier{FN}: according to the Kromm version of the Jagodnaja Polyjana FSL the children of frau
Schleiber by her first marriage were surnamed Kral (p.133).

Schleier{FN}: also see Schlebor.

Schleibor?/Schleiber, Schreiber, Maiber and Maibeer{FN}: said by the Pleve version of the Jagodnaja
Polyjana FSL to be from{UC} Schwalmtal(?). The Kromm version gives various spellings for the
family name (Schleiber, Schreiber, Maiber and Maibeer) and says it was from Schmalkaden
(p.29), it also says frau Schleiber’s children by her first marriage were surnamed Kral (p.29). Her
married name is spelled Schreiber in 1798 (Mai1798:Yp35)
Schleich FN {J.Peter}: said by Kuhlberg3195 and the Huck FSL to be from UC Isenburg (no locality or country mentioned).
Schleich [A.M.]: she married Wahnser {J.Melchior} 3 Oct 1765 in Luebeck; not found resident in Russia so far (Mai&Mariquardt#22).
Schleicher FN: see under Schlegel.
Schlegel: see under Schleier.
Schleiger FN: see Schlegel.
Schleining FN: see Schleicher.
Schleinitz GL, is some 21 miles WNW of Dresden and said by the Frank FSL to be in the state of Sachsen and home UC to a Blausius family.
Schleitheim: an unidentified place said by the Kautz FSL to be the home UC of a Schmidt family. It might be Schleitheim, Schaffhausen, Switzerland, some miles S of Frankfurt-am-Main.
Schleiz GL, [Reuss]: said by the Bauer FSL to be home UC to a Axt family. This probably is Schleiz, Thuringen, some 31 miles WSW of Zwickau city.
Schleiz GL, [Kur.-]Sachsen: said by the Boaro FSL to be home to a Wolf family; David F. Schmidt proved this birthplace as Schleisen, Kursachsen. Said by the Reinwald FSL to be home UC to the Schrog family. The only Schleiz that I can find is some 31 miles WSW of Zwickau city, then in Reuss County, not in Kursachsen.
Schlepp FN: Curt Renz has found the church records for this Hoffnungsatal, Bessarabia, family in Hafnershasilch, Vaihingen Oberamt, Wurttemberg. Stumpp, p.524, says they arrived in Russia in 1815.
Schlepp FN: also see Schlepper. Schlepp FN: said by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#51) and KS:426 to have come from Haefnerhasilch, Vaihingen [Amt], Wurttemberg. Using FHL #1,184,600, the GCRA proved this origin. See their book for more. Also spelled Schlep.
Schlepp FN {Peter}: said by the Roethling/Semenowka FSL to be from UC Urbach-Kirchdorf, Westerwald or Urbach bei Nordhausen.
Schlesien GS: Silesia, a territory now mostly controlled by Poland and the Czech Republic. It was a part of Prussia from 1742-1919. Unless otherwise indicated, none of the following references mentioned any locality. Said by the Stumpp supplement to the Dietel FSL to be home UC to a Bitsch family. Said by Kuhlberg to be home UC to Kalewi {Gottfried}23 single, Schulz {Johann}20. Said by the Stahl-am-Karaman FSL to be an empire and to include the locality of Gern home UC of a Rose family.
Schleswig city: is 33 km NW of Kiel city and 29 km SSE of Flensburg city. Useful maps for location are found in EEE at pp.112 and 131. It was a prime entry point for folks heading for the German colonies in Denmark.
Schleswig: probably was short for the next 2 entries; Kulberg78 said this was home UC to Paske {G.Friedrich+w+2c}.
Schleswig Royal Duchy GS: the same as the next entry.
Schleswig-Holstein [Royal Duchy]GS: in the 1760s the King of Denmark held this Duchy, which covered most of the territory between Hamburg city on the S and Kolding city on the N. A useful map is found in EEE at p.112. No locality was mentioned in the following references. Said by the Enders FSL to be home UC to Belzig? families, to frau Fleming, to a Luzaf? family, and to Frau Stenaben?. Said by the Reinwald FSL to be home UC to the Neuwith {Johannes} family and possibly to a Bernager? family. Said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be home UC to Hagen and Numm families. Said by the Warenburg FSL to be home UC to a Boettcher family.
Schlettstadt GL, Elsass: now Selestat, France, 26 miles SW of Strasbourg, and said by the Degott FSL to be home UC to a Koller family.
Schletznrod GL, Freie Adelprovizin der alten Ritter: is some 14 miles NNW of Fulda city, and is believed by the Walter Research Project to be home UC to a Schaefer family.
Schleucher FN: listed among the Schlegels.
Schleuchert FN: listed among the Schlegels.
Schleuger FN: listed among the Schlegels.
Schleuning\textsuperscript{FN} [J.Caspar]: this orphan was said by the Boaro FSL to be living in a Noak family that was from\textsuperscript{UC} Zerbst. Spelled Schleuning in 1792 and 1798 (Mai1798: Mv325, Bs23).

Schleuning\textsuperscript{FN} [Margaretha]: this orphan was said by the Boaro FSL to be living in a Schmidt family that was from\textsuperscript{UC} Wenzlow. Spelled Schleuning in 1776 (Mai1798: Mv290).

Schleuning\textsuperscript{FN} [J.Caspar]: said by Kuhlberg\textsuperscript{ML} and the Norka FSL \#117 to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Stollberg (no locality mentioned). In 1798 also spelled Schleuning (Mai1798:Nr179 and 180). A Luebeck ML says this man from Stollberg married a Gebel woman in 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt\#256). But later in 1766 she had been replaced by a Schneider woman (Norka FSL\#117 and Mai1798:Nr179).

Schleuning\textsuperscript{FN}: this family name was found recorded in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to 1767; see Flegel trip.

Schleuning\textsuperscript{GN}: also see Schleuning.

Schlesungen\textsuperscript{GL}, Gekenburg(?): is some 28 miles WSW of Saalfeld city, and said by the Boaro FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Weigand family.

Schlesungen\textsuperscript{GL}, [Kursachsen]: is some 28 miles WSW of Saalfeld city, and said by the Boaro FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Buetner, and possibly to a Schmidt family. Schlesungen was long the seat of the Henneberg Counts but by the 1760's apparently was controlled by a Saxon line. Kuhlberg said it was in [Kur-]Sachsen.

Schley\textsuperscript{FN}: see Schlehe.

Schlicker\textsuperscript{FN}: the Stumpp supplement to the Dietel FSL fails to give a place of origin for this family. I could not find them in Mai1798es.

Schlichter\textsuperscript{FN}: settled, no date given, in Gueldendorf, Odessa; family records found by Curt Renz in Reusten, Herrenberg parish, Wuerttemberg.

Schlichter\textsuperscript{FN}: listed by the 1816 Neudorf census (#48) with no origin, but said by KS:231 to be from Entringen,Tuebingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. Using FHL\#1,475,701, the GCRA proved this origin. See the GCRA book for more.

Schlierbach\textsuperscript{GL}: an unidentified place said by the Goebel FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to Walter, Merkel, and possibly Fuchs families. Said by the Kamenka FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Hohl/Gol family. There are several Schlierbachs in Germany; this one is likely same as Schlierbach below.

Schlierbach\textsuperscript{GL}: said by the Mueller FSL to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to a Fuchs family and probably to the Schingas?brother-in-law who lives with them. The Kuhlberg list gives the state as Isenburg. This probably is Schlierbach, Isenburg-Birstein some 7 miles E of Buedingen.

Schlierbach\textsuperscript{GL}: also see Schlierbach.

Schlierbach\textsuperscript{GL}, Goeppingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is some 6.5 miles WSW of Goeppingen city, and was proven by GCRA to be home to the Keller\{Jacob\} family that went to Glueckstal. See the GCRA book for more details.

Schlinkenfing\{Catharina\}: married Mayer\{H.Martin\} in Buedingen 6 March 1766; by 1767 this couple was at Norka FSL \#211 (Mai\&Marquardt\#374).

Schlinder\{Heinrich\}: settled first\textsuperscript{UC} either in Grimm or in Doenhof but by 1775 was in Schilling (Schilling 1775 census, supplement \#14).

Schlipp\{Otto\}: married Krueb/Krub\{Elisabeth\} in Luebeck 15 July 1766 (Mai\&Marquardt\#182). KS154 has the wrong year: 1765. On 12 Sept 1766 he had arrived alone in Russia, said to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Hessen (Kulberg5554). Later he alone took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T1143). Not found in any published FSL.

Schlriebach\textsuperscript{GL}, [Isenburg-Birssene]: now spelled Schlriebach and said by the Buedingen ML to be home\textsuperscript{UC} to the Oberritter woman who married an Isenburger Richter man in 1766; by 1767 this couple was in Norka; Stumpp says this is near Gelnhausen (Mai\&Marquardt\#693). There is a Schlriebach some 8 miles NE of Gelnhausen.

Schlister\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Pentmainz(?), Boehmen.

Schli\textsuperscript{FN}: said by the Norka FSL to be the orphaned son of Heinrich Schlitt living in the Nold household. For 1798 see Mai1798:Nr86.

Schlittenhardt\textsuperscript{FN}: arrived in South Russia in 1819 and in 1827 settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa; family records found by Curt Renz in Ellmendingen, Pforzheim Amt, Baden.

Schlitter\textsuperscript{FN}: said (no locality mentioned) by the Urbach FSL to be from\textsuperscript{UC} Anhalt-Koethen.
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station for colonists going to Russia. Some 18 such couples married in the Schlitz Lutheran
church. Their records are faithfully rendered in Mai&Marquardt #732-749. Schlitz town is
some 7 miles ENE of Lauterbach, 10 miles NW of Fulda and 32 miles NE of Buedingen. In
1972 the Flegels (in addition to the marriages of several couples bound for Russia (reprinted in
Mai&Marquardt, #742-#749) found mention of the following families in 1762-67 Schlitz
county marriage records: Ahe, Althof, Aumal, Becker, Bolaender, Degnard, Dickert, Diez,
Doebler, Doerling, Drott, Eichmann, Enders, Ettingler, Etueng, Faust, Fiedler, Fischer,
Funk, Geis, Gliss, Greitzer, Guldner, Haber, Habicht, Herrmann, Heyl, Hirten, Hmz,
Hohmeyer, Imhof, Jacobi, Junglus, Kayser, Kiegelman, Kniess, Kroh, Kuempel, Kumpf,
Larch, Lorenz, Mann, Niepot, Obrey, Otterheim, Pfannmueller, Reinhard, Riegelmann Roth,
Sartorin, Schaefer, Scharger, Schmalz, Schmidt, Schnell, Schwartz, Schwarz, Siebert,
Sippel, Spanner, Streng, Stur, Thoet, Wagner, Weber, Weisbeck, Wenzel, Winter, Wirth,
Witzel, Wolff, Zeiler, and Zimmer. Many of these were some distance from Schlitz city, e.g.
Eichenhayn/Eichenhain (this might be Eichelhain, some 14 miles SW, was in Riedesel Barony),
Thiriam/Drlammenn [12 miles SW, was in Riedesel Barony], Frischnborn [9 miles SW, was in
Riedesel Barony], Meiches [14 miles WSW, Felda Jurisdiction, H-Darms.],
Walerode/Wallenrod [11 miles W, was in Amt Romrot, H-Darms.], Repgeshain/Rebgeshain [16
miles SW, was in Riedesel Barony], Herchenau/Horgenau [13 miles SW, was in Riedesel Barony],
Engelroth/Engelrod [14 miles SW, was in Riedesel Barony], Lanzenhayn/Lantzenhain [14 miles
SW, was in Riedesel Barony], and Russbach/Rossbach [11 miles NNE, may have been in Schlitz
County].
Schlitz [County] 1762-1806, seated in the town of Schlitz, now Hessen. This was a small county
controlling the lands a few miles around the town. Said (no locality mentioned) by the Boregard
FSL to be home to a Bittner family. Said (no locality mentioned) by the Boregard FSL to be
home to a Reling family; Kuhlberg said this was in Darmstadt, but Schlitz was independent
of the surrounding Hessen-Darmstadt lands. Mentioned by the Frank FSL in conjunction with
Willez and an Eisenach family. Said by the Grimm FSL to be home (no locality mentioned) to
a Rusch family. Said by the Krasnoyars FSL to be home to a Markus family. Said (no
locality: Schlockenau, Bamberg [Bishopric]: is 38 miles NE of Bamberg city, and said by the Hoelzel FSL to be
home to a Haber/Obert family.
Schoessler [Joseph/Josef]: married Fleischmann [Catharina/Katharina] in Luebeck 22 May 1766
(Mai&Marquardt #59 & KS154). On 22 May 1766 they arrived in Russia, he said to be from
Bayern (Kulberg #4336). Die Luebecker Traulistten has 23 May 1766. KS154 has Josef.
Later in 1766 [Joseph & Catharina] with no children they took transport in Oranienbaum for the
Volga (T4875-4876). Not found in any published FSL.
Schlosser [Hinrich]: married Hexter [M.Margaretha] in Luebeck 15 April 1766; and it is suggested that
her name may have been Herter (Mai&Marquardt #50 & KS154). Not found in any later
source.
Schoessler [Elisabeth]: this widow of Bartolomae J Georg} is remarried to Wiederspahn H.Ernst
(Mai 1798: Wt6)
Schoessler: also see Thesch of Pfeiffer.
Scholes [Friedrich]: KS:82 and 154 say this party of 5 from Winterberg (which Stumpp noted was in
Westfalen) in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported
under the command of Captain Paykul and Cornet Reh binder. I have not found them in any
published FSL.
Schloeterbeek/Schlotterbeck [Christian Christoph]: on 12 Oct 1765 in Luebeck he and
Schuchart A.Sydonia married (Mai&Marquardt #30). Not found in T. By 20 July 1766 he
and wife (A.Imdonia?) had settled at Bauer FSL #46, he said to be from Kunsonheim (?),
Wittenberg. Not found in KS or in Mai1798.
Schlosser [Elisabeth-J]: these stepdaughters in the Shafer [Matthias] household were said by the
Louis FSL#50a to be from UC Saargemuen’d, Lothringen.


Schlothe [J. Heinrich/ Wilhelm]: married Reen [A. Mararetha] in Danzig 25 May 1765 both said to be from UC Pfalz (Mai & Marquardt#758). Not found in T. On 8 Aug 1766 {Johann & Anna} arrived in Russia, said to be from Isenburg, and by 1775 they had settled at Beideck #24 (Kulburg#758). In 1798 they were still in Beideck with her name given as Rehn [A. Maria] (Mail1798: Bk64).

Schlothauer [Johann]: by 18 Aug 1767 he, wife {Barbara}, mother-in-law {Elisabeth}, and sister-in-law {Elisabeth} [the in-law family name not given] had settled at Kraft FSL #7, said to be from UC Alsfeld. No further information.

Schlothauer/Schlotthauer [J. Heinrich]: by 18 Aug 1767 he, single, with brothers {Johannes & Christoph}, sister {Christina} and mother {A. Elisabeth} had settled at Kraft FSL #8, said to be from UC Alsfeld. In 1798 {Heinrich} was still living in Kraft but with {A. Rosina} his wife (Mail1798: Kf17).

Schlotter [FN]: said by the Boaro FSL to be from UC Braun/Bsern (?) (no other locality mentioned). I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.

Schlotter [Philipp]: said by the Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been from UC Orb, [Kurmainz] and to have moved to Luzern in 1768 (Lk115), which would make this couple a Luzern first settler couple. I did not find them or any descendant in Mail1798.

Schlotterbeck [FN]: go to Schlotterbeck.

Schlothauer [Johan/Johannes]: was godfather at the baptism of Rauh [Johan] son of {Philip} and his Eckert wife {A. Margar.} 4 June 1766 in Luebeck (Mai & Marquardt#1318). On 8 Aug 1766 with wife {Anna} he arrived in Russia, said to be from Isenburg (Kulburg3250). Not found in T. Before 1 July 1767 {Johannes & wife A. Maria} with infant son and a Rimmel orphan {Eva Katharina} had settled at Huck #11 and 11a, {Johannes} said to be from UC [Hessen]-Darmstadt [Landgraviete].

Schlotzau [FN]: Freie Adelprovinz der alten Ritter?: is some 2 miles SSE of Langenschwarz; the Uels family was here before 1686.

Schlouchs?, Daenemark [Kingdom]: an unidentified place said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be home UC to the Jessen family.

Schuchart [A. Sydonia/Imdonia/Sidoria]: on 12 Oct 1765 in Luebeck she married Schlothe [Christian Christoph] and settled in Die Luebecker Traulisten she is {A. Sidoria} (Mai & Marquardt#30). Not found in T. By 20 July 1766 she and her Schlothe husband had settled at Bauer FSL #46, he said to be from UC Kunsonheim (?), Wittenberg. Not found in KS or in Mail1798.

Schlueter, Hanau County: the town is 41 miles NE of Frankfurt-am-Main, 19 miles ENE of Buedingen, 9 miles NW of Zeitlofs, 35 km S of Schlitz and is home to a historically important monastery.

Schluesse, Bamberg [Bishopric]: although Schluesse was closer to Bamberg city than to Wuerzburg city, but it was in fact in the country of Wuerzburg Bishopric, not in the Bamberg Bishopric.

Schluesse, Wuerzburg Bishopric: is some 15 miles SW of Bamberg city, and said to be home UC to Schmied {Nic} witness at a Trap-Lenszer wedding in Woehrd 5 May 1766. And said by that Woehrd ML to be home UC to the Lenszer bride in that wedding (Mai & Marquardt#792). They first settled in Laub M & Marquardt#792). The married couple settled in Laub.

Schluesse [LA], Wuerzburg [Bishopric]: said by the Brabander FSL (bn59) to home UC to Dentler [J. Georg]; said by a Woehrd ML to be home UC both to this Dentler and to his wife’s Coerper family (Mai & Marquardt#795). Said by the Hoelzel FSL to be home UC to a Neubauer family. Same place as the previous entry.

Schlueter: Anhalt-Dessau archival records say this man came from Cothen with no wife or children, and left Oranienbaum, Dessau for Russia in 1766 (Mai & Marquardt#1145). No further information.
Schlump⁹: see Schlund.

Schlund/Schlump⁹{F.Jacob}: in July 1766 at age 20 he arrived at Bauer FSL #36 as the eldest listed son of {Christoph} age 58 who the FSL said was from UC Kersary(?), Nassau. A contemporary Mettenheim, Wartenberg, pastor said in a 1784 letter that {F.Jacob} had been born in Obrigheim, near Gruenstadt and had married in 1768 in Russia Mattheas/Matthes {Susanna E.} from Mettenheim and in 1784 was living in Bauer (Mai&Marquardt#1243). This couple was in the Bauer 1798 census which gave her name as Mattheis {Susanna Margaretha} age 42 (Mai1798:Br70). In 1798 spelled both Schlund (Mai1798:Br70 and 46) and Schlump (Br20 and 21).

Schlundt: KS154 says he left Pfalz going to Balzer. But there seems to be no confirming evidence.

Schlut?, [Hessen-]Darmstadt [Landgraviate]: an unidentified place said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be home UC to the Krampf family.

Schlyagenzet(?){GL, Denmark}: an unidentified place said by the Merkel FSL to be home UC to a Brant/Brandt family.